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Introduction1 

More than any prophet to date, one man has provoked worldwide interest by 

accurately predicting the future.  Michel de Nostradame, popularly known as 

Nostradamus, was a 16th century French prophet who published a vast collection of 

predictions that claimed to predict the major events of the next two thousand years.  

Successful predictions in his own time made Nostradamus famous throughout Europe 

and revered by the contemporary French monarchy, nobility and intelligentsia as a 

prescient genius.  Nostradamus' successful predictions of events after his time have 

galvanized his global notoriety up through the present day. 

One of the central issues in the 400 year-old debate over Nostradamus' prophecies 

concerns the nebulous nature of his language.  Nostradamus' writings are intensely 

poetic, rife with metaphors, word play, allusions and temporal incongruities.  Although 

he clearly mentions names, dates, locations and events in a number of prophecies, these 

predictions are engulfed by the sea of nebulous language.  Like poetry, the interpretations 

of his writings are partly the author's understanding of the prophecies and not necessarily 

Nostradamus' intended predictions.  While most of his prophecies allow great flexibility 

in interpretation, some of the most important predictions explicitly describe future events 

to a degree that greatly exceeds the accuracy that could be reasonably expected from 

blind guesses.  The debate over Nostradamus has mostly been sustained by the uncanny 

accuracy of these clearest prophecies.  The onset of the millennial 9/11 War has rekindled 

the debate over Nostradamus' most startling predictions about a final world war. 

                                                
1  All of the following English translations of Nostradamus' prophecies, originally written in Old French, 
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The central focus of Nostradamus' prophecies are three "antichrists" whom he 

predicted would, over the course of a few centuries, consecutively lead humanity towards 

the Final War of the Apocalypse.  The general consensus of Nostradamus scholars is that 

the first two antichrists were Napoleon and Hitler, and that the third antichrist is a 

shadowy world leader who would begin the holy war of the Apocalypse at the onset of 

the third millennium on the pretext of the conflict between Islam and the West1.  The 

provocation of a millennial world war by Usama bin Laden has strongly suggested that 

this man might be the culmination of Nostradamus' epic story of the Antichrist. 
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I.  

THE VERACITY OF NOSTRADAMUS 

 

1.  

Understanding Nostradamus' Success 

 

 In the 450 years since Nostradamus penned his prophecies, he has become the 

most widely heralded prophet in history because of the accuracy of his prognostications.   

Despite the continuous worldwide acclaim of his prophecies since the Middle Ages up 

through the modern era, there has also existed a vocal group of Nostradamus detractors 

who adamantly refuse to concede that he accurately predicted the future.  The unfortunate 

perspective of these unwavering Nostradamus skeptics is necessarily limited by a 

handicapped motivation to understand the prophecies.  These skeptics base their study of 

Nostradamus on the notion that they are investigating a fraud that is devoid of any 

supernatural influence.  On the other hand, Nostradamus believers are led towards 

intensive study of the prophecies by their amazement at his prophetic ability and by a 

belief that any individual has the potential to correctly interpret the predictions and 

prevent some of the cataclysmic events therein detailed.  Whereas the study by 

Nostradamus believers is energized to allow them the perseverance to overcome the 

traditional stumbling blocks to understanding Nostradamus, the study by Nostradamus 
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skeptics is not propelled by the wonder and altruism that is necessary to understand 

Nostradamus' veracity.  

 The arguments of these Nostradamus skeptics reveal severe limitations in their 

understanding of this subject.  Most commonly, Nostradamus skeptics emphasize that 

over the past two thousand years false prophets have repeatedly incorrectly predicted an 

imminent Apocalypse that never happened, and therefore any one doomsayer is most 

likely another fraud.  Among skeptics more familiar with Nostradamus' writings, there 

has long been the speculation that he used cryptic and vague language in his prophecies 

to mask a fraud he was perpetrating on humanity.  Why, they emphatically ask, would not 

Nostradamus simply state all his prophecies in clear and precise language?  Through 

imprecise language, this theory maintains, Nostradamus never made a concrete prediction 

and instead made nebulous prophecies that could apply to any number of events.  

Nevertheless, these same skeptics have buttressed their indictment of Nostradamus as a 

fraudulent prophet with the contradictory notion that Nostradamus did in fact make some 

clear, precise predictions that did not come true.   

 The various arguments of Nostradamus skeptics display both a conspicuous 

failure in logical coherence and an ignorance of the clearest evidence of Nostradamus' 

amazing prophetic ability. 
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Judgment by Association to False Prophets 

 

One amazing feature of the general public's regard of prophets is the willingness 

to classify all prophets as frauds because of the failures of some self-proclaimed prophets.  

It would certainly seem ludicrous to these same detractors if all musicians were judged to 

be devoid of musical talent because some self-proclaimed musicians were obvious 

failures.  Furthermore, the art of prophecy is such a difficult skill to master that over the 

course of a century only a handful will succeed in gaining notoriety for this talent.  Given 

the difficulty of the task, it is not surprising that many have failed and few have 

succeeded.  The failures of some self-proclaimed prophets do not negate the veracity of 

prophecy, rather, they indicate the awesome scope of the achievement of those few who 

succeed in prophecy.  Nostradamus' own preeminence as a continuously successful 

prophet demands a special inquisition into his prophecies before they can be lumped into 

the large body of the incorrect prophecies of the ages.  The eagerness that many prophecy 

skeptics have displayed to impugn all prophets as false is not reflective of the fraudulent 

nature of prophecy, but instead indicates the deep emotional reservations people have in 

conceding how little we understand and control this world.   
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The Nebulous Language of His Prophecies  

 

The preeminent criticism levied by Nostradamus skeptics concerns the nebulous 

language of most of his prophecies.  If he were indeed predicting the future, why 

wouldn't he explicitly describe events in clear language so humanity could easily 

understand the predictions and avoid the catastrophes he predicts?  The fact that 

Nostradamus cloaked most of his prophecies in obscure language, these skeptics 

maintain, is proof that he could not foretell the future and actually was just a fraud.   

Firstly, this argument overlooks the fact that Nostradamus clearly and accurately 

predicted some future events (see below).  Secondly, the logic of this argument is riddled 

by a major flaw: if Nostradamus had made his predictions so unobtrusively clear that 

anyone could easily grasp their meaning, our current reality, including the lives of these 

Nostradamus skeptics, would most probably not exist because humanity's future course 

would have been so dramatically altered.  In the Preface to his prophecies Nostradamus 

explains the necessity for vague language in prophecy in order to avoid producing 

alternate timelines2.  He maintains that if the future leaders of nations knew what was to 

come, these facts would be so different from their own pet fantasies that they would alter 

the natural course of history to humanity's detriment.   

If evil leaders such as Hitler, who had a well-known interest in Nostradamus' 

prophecies, had discovered their natural future, they could have altered the natural 

timeline to humanity's detriment.  If Nostradamus had clearly revealed the projected 

future of Hitler's war in unclouded language, Hitler could have accordingly altered his 

war plans.  For example, from 1940-1942 Hitler terminated state-sponsored research and 
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development of special military projects because he believed he had effectively won the 

war.  If Hitler knew the projected outcome of his war, he could have instead taken 

advantage of Germany's early lead in creating such "wonder weapons" as the atomic 

bomb and the intercontinental ballistic missile. If Hitler had used Nostradamus' prophetic 

insight to make such modifications to the prosecution of his war, he could well have won 

and conquered the world.   

By using cryptic language, Nostradamus hoped to conceal his foreknowledge from 

the arrogant rulers of the earth while revealing it to humble messengers of God who 

would study his writings for love of humanity.  In walking this tightrope of his prophetic 

responsibility, Nostradamus could only partially rely on his linguistic skill to obscure the 

true meaning of his prophecies from most but not all people.  Invariably, as Nostradamus 

explains, he had to rely on his faith that God would only reveal crucial facts about future 

events to messengers who would not use the information to humanity's detriment.  

Nostradamus cloaked his valuable prophetic insights because he was acutely aware that 

he was charged with this enormous responsibility to warn humanity about future calamity 

while not adversely effecting humanity's future.     

Since Nostradamus cloaked his prophecies so well that most, if not all, of them 

were only understood retroactively, Nostradamus' purpose in making the prophecies at all 

is not immediately clear.  While it is not impossible that Nostradamus' prophecies could 

have been correctly understood and used to prevent a disaster at some point in history in a 

manner readily apparent to the general public, there is no known record of such an 

occurrence.  However, an overview of the large body of Nostradamus' prophecies 

concerning future disasters reveals that every such prophecy is cloaked in particularly 
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obscure language, with the exception of his prophecies on the Apocalypse.  Based on 

these facts it can be understood that Nostradamus' purpose in making prophecies, at least 

up until the age of the Apocalypse, has not been to warn humanity about specific events. 

Instead, these pre-Apocalypse prophecies have served other purposes, such as: 

• Conveying a strongly-supported general warning to humanity that we are on a 

course to self-destruction,  

• Providing retroactive proof of predestination,  

• Offering a retroactive historical account from an entirely unique and enlightened 

perspective that can educate humanity to understand the course of human history 

and better prepare for the time of the Apocalypse, and  

• Existing as a preamble to Nostradamus' much clearer prophecies about the 

Apocalypse that can be used to thwart the most horrendous cataclysms that will 

occur in human history.    

Whatever his purposes for the prophecies of events in ages past might have been, the 

clarity with which Nostradamus predicted the advent of Usama bin Laden and the 9/11 

attack (see below) clearly reveals his intention to help prevent the disasters facing 

humanity today. 
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Incorrect Prophecies 

 

Beyond decrying his use of nebulous language, Nostradamus skeptics also 

highlight the fact that he made a few clearly incorrect prophecies.  If a self-proclaimed 

prophet makes erroneous predictions, they ask, is he not a fraud?  Notably, this criticism 

overlooks Nostradamus' clearly correct prophecies as well as the ambiguous meaning of 

the majority of his prophecies in order to disparage his entire body of prophetic work 

because of the failures of a small fraction of his predictions. 

Like the aforementioned criticism that condemns Nostradamus for the spurious 

predictions made by false prophets over the ages, this criticism of Nostradamus' incorrect 

prophecies ignores the fact that the art of prophecy is very difficult.  It is ridiculous to 

expect that prophets, who are attempting what is arguably the most difficult human 

endeavor, must perform perfectly or else their entire body of work will be disregarded as 

fallacious.  Instead of holding such unreasonable expectations of prophets, a rational 

judgment would accept prophets as human beings and expect some inevitable failures.  In 

this way, the public's expectations of prophets would be similar to expectations of 

humanity's incipient space travel program, a seemingly insurmountable goal that was not 

ruled out as a hopeless feat despite the numerous successive failures that preceded the 

first successes.  As certainly as humanity did not scrap the space program after its many 

failures, we cannot scrap all of Nostradamus' prophecies because a handful of the 

hundreds of predictions he made did not come true. 

Nostradamus' repeated demonstrations of his ability as a true prophet indicate that 

the intrinsic difficulties of prophecy could likely be the true cause for his few missed 
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prophecies.  Nostradamus' missed prophecies are distinguished from his clearly correct 

prophecies by a description of a divergent timeline, such as an entirely different final 

outcome for an individual than described in another of his prophecies.  Nostradamus 

describes the art of making prophecy as leaving the self and all its preoccupations in 

order to perceive the timeline of universal existence.  If Nostradamus could not fully 

leave behind the preoccupations of his ego, his vision of future history might well have 

been blurred into double or triple vision.  Instead of seeing one timeline, he might have 

seen multiple timelines that diverged on the point of this ego factor that he could not fully 

escape.  Perhaps Nostradamus' most pressing preoccupation with his self at the time of 

his visions concerned whether he would be heard for all his intensive efforts at prophecy.  

Would Nostradamus be able to change the future for the better, for the worse, or would 

he be simply condemned to know the future and be impotent to change it at all?  In not 

leaving this utterly confounding worry behind, might Nostradamus have opened his mind 

to many channels of possible futures, all linked in that they are based on the human 

response, or lack thereof, to Nostradamus' prophecies?  An example of this divergent 

timeline in his prophecies was seen in his lifetime when he accurately predicted in vivid 

detail the death of his king.  Nostradamus also made prophecies of the life France's King 

Henry II would have led had he heeded Nostradamus' explicit warning to him.  In 

addition to this event, there were many other instances when Nostradamus' words were 

disregarded or misinterpreted, as with Hitler and the Nazis during WWII.  Nostradamus' 

numerous opportunities to alter the future could conceivably have opened his prophetic 

sight to numerous alternate future timelines.   
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Beyond this possibility of Nostradamus' divergent visions, common human error 

could also have contributed to his few clear failures.  Nostradamus was a human being, 

imperfect by nature, and could certainly have prophetically erred in ways other than 

perceiving a divergent timeline, such as in transcription.  There could also be errors in the 

interpretations of his prophecies by Nostradamus scholars.  One such error could be 

based on the widespread under-appreciation for the notion that Nostradamus intentionally 

included false and otherwise garbled prophecies to further his purposeful obfuscation of 

his true prophecies, as discussed above.  Regardless of the causes of his prophetic 

inaccuracies, when his failures are regarded together with his successes Nostradamus 

undoubtedly stands the test of time as a true prophet. 
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Correct Prophecies: A Statistical Analysis 

 

Nostradamus' stellar record of accurate prophecy is the preeminent feature of his 

legacy that has inspired mass appeal for nearly half a millennium.  True appreciation for 

Nostradamus' unparalleled achievement in correctly predicting detailed events of the 

distant future must be founded on an understanding of the nature of prophecy.  Unlike 

predictions based on trends analysis, such as weather forecasting, Nostradamus did not 

base his prognostications on any visible trends.  Rather, he predicted events that were 

naturally unpredictable, such as the detailed happenings during a specific timeframe five 

hundred years into his future involving people not yet born in his lifetime.   

Nostradamus' success as a prophet is most accurately gauged by a statistical 

analysis of the probability that his accurate predictions could have been blindly guessed.  

The smaller the probability that he could have blindly guessed the correct predictions, the 

greater the likelihood that he was a true prophet and not a lucky guesser.  Nostradamus' 

clearest predictions would be virtually impossible to guess in a single chance.  For 

example, Nostradamus clearly predicted that England, a minor naval power in his day, 

would have a sea-based empire that would be the most powerful in the world for three 

hundred years (see below).  From the mid-seventeenth century to the mid-twentieth 

century England did have this empire.  Nostradamus would have made an exceedingly 

improbable guess to have foreseen this detailed, highly significant event in his distant 

future, particularly to have pinpointed the specific country that would be the world's 

foremost power, the specific time span of this dominion and the nature of its power.   
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In another prophecy, Nostradamus clearly predicted that in October of 1727 

Persia's loss to the rulers of Egypt in a war would be completed and this would in turn 

benefit Islam over the Christian West (see below).  In October of 1727 Persia ended a war 

and concluded a peace treaty with the Ottoman Empire, the rulers of Egypt, in which 

Persia ceded territory to the Ottomans.  This event strengthened the internal cohesion of 

the Islamic region, particularly by fortifying the Ottoman Empire, in the context of its 

perennial conflict with the Christian West.   

The specific and numerous details of this prophecy allow for an even more 

definitive statistical analysis of the probability that this event could have been guessed.  

Nostradamus clearly states that his prophecies cover the timeframe from his own time 

(1555) until 3797, a period of 2,242 years3.  Nostradamus would have a 1:2,242 chance in 

blindly guessing the year, 1727, this event occurred.  He would have a 1:12 chance of 

guessing the correct month.  Even if there were only ten nations in the world at this time, 

Nostradamus would have a 1:45 chance of guessing the right two nations involved in the 

conflict that this prophecy foresees.  To have correctly guessed the victor is another 1:2 

chance, and to have correctly guessed the beneficiary of this in terms of the Christian-

Muslim conflict is another 1:2 chance.  Overall, for Nostradamus to have blindly guessed 

this one prophecy would involve a chance probability of 1:2,242*12*45*2*2= 

1:4,842,720.  This analysis does not even consider the improbable chances of guessing 

the nature of the predicted event.  For Nostradamus to have correctly guessed just two 

such correct predictions, the probability would exceed one in two trillion odds.  This 

would be like winning an international lottery's grand prize twice!  If Nostradamus had 

simply blindly guessed all of the numerous future events that he clearly and correctly 
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predicted, including the narrow timeframe dating and the detailed descriptions of names, 

places and unprecedented actions, this would amount to an unimaginably lucky guess. 

The statistical analysis used to judge a prophet's success not only considers the 

probability of the specific event occurring, but also the number of predictions the prophet 

made.  The more predictions someone makes, the greater likelihood at least one of the 

predictions will come true, and therefore the greater likelihood the prediction could have 

been a blind guess.  Nostradamus penned no more than two thousand prophecies, the 

main body of which consists of his characteristic four-line quatrains.  The majority of 

these prophecies can be excluded from this analysis because they are absolutely too vague 

to definitively predict any one event (whether these excessively nebulous prophecies were 

truly predictions of future events or merely tools to better obscure the minority of clear 

prophecies is a matter of speculation).  Of Nostradamus' prophecies that are clear enough 

to be judged as successes or failures, a sizable number were correct.  This book presents a 

number of clear examples of his predictions coming true, over twenty such prophecies, 

and that is just a sampling of Nostradamus' accurate predictions.  Giving the benefit of the 

doubt to skeptics in this analysis, let us postulate that Nostradamus made 1,000 clear 

predictions and had only 10 successes, giving him a 1% success rate.  This would mean 

Nostradamus predicted a series of events that could be blindly guessed with far less than a 

one in one trillion chance of success, basically no chance of success at all, and instead had 

a success rate of one in one hundred.  By this conservative estimate Nostradamus was at 

least ten billion times more accurate in predicting the future than could be expected by 

blind guesses.  Nostradamus' foresight far exceeds what can be reasonably accepted as 

blind luck, allowing for only one logical deduction: he was a true prophet.   
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2.  

Greatest Hits: 1559-1991 

 

Middle Ages 

 

A number of Nostradamus prophecies persuasively evince his amazing prophetic 

ability4.  In his own time, Nostradamus became renown for his astonishingly accurate 

description of the death of his king, Henry II, in a jousting accident.   

1q35 - The young lion will overcome the older one,  

On the field of combat in single battle:  

He will pierce his eyes through a golden cage,  

Two wounds made one, then he dies a cruel death.  

Nostradamus repeatedly warned his king that he would die in a fateful jousting match.  

Queen Catherine D'Medici, a fervent believer in Nostradamus' prophetic ability, also 

implored her husband to avoid a planned jousting tournament.  Disregarding these 

warnings, King Henry II subsequently entered a jousting tournament, a ritual field of 

combat in single battle.  Both jousters bore shields with a lion crested on them.  The 

king's younger opponent speared him through a golden visor of Henry's helmet (a head 

cage for protection of the eyes, face and head).  The spear pierced his eye and stabbed 

his brain, two wounds made one fatal wound.   Henry II died an agonizingly cruel death 

over the next ten days from infection of the wound.  So clear were Nostradamus' words of 
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warning that after the king's death the Inquisition tried to kill the prophet for cursing the 

king to die in the fashion he so prominently and precisely foretold.   

Beyond his own time, Nostradamus made clear predictions about major events 

fulfilled in his distant future.   

 3q77 - The third climate included under Aries, 

In the year 1727, in October: 

 The Shah of Persia, captured by those of Egypt: 

 Conflict, death, loss: great shame to the cross. 

Nostradamus begins this prophecy with a reference to the climate of Aries, the Greek 

god of war, indicating that the events described here take place in the climate of a war.  

In October of 1727 the Shah of Persia concluded a war against the Ottoman Empire, 

the rulers of Egypt, with a major peace treaty in which he ceded land to the Ottomans.  In 

this prophecy Egypt, an Ottoman province, is a synecdoche for the Ottoman Empire.   

The description of conflict, death and loss refers to the Ottoman-Persian war that 

led up to the loss that occurred in October 1727.   Nostradamus indicates two losses 

occurred at this time, one suffered by Persia and the other suffered by "the cross".  

Persia's loss to the Ottomans in the war forced the Shah to cede territory to the Ottoman 

Empire.  As a result of this war, Persian territory was captured by the Ottoman Empire 

(Egypt) via this October 1727 treaty.  The Shah of Persia, the representative of the 

Persian land and people, was figuratively captured in a manner similar to the "capture" 

of Neville Chamberlain by Hitler's will during the infamous Munich Conference, in that 

he was coerced by military threats to allow his enemy to capture territory.   
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The other major party affected by this October 1727 treaty, the Christian West 

(those of the cross), was weakened (shamed) by the strengthening in relations between 

Persia and the Ottoman Empire that resulted from the end of the war and the joint 

recognition of each other's dynastic legitimacy that was forged by this treaty.  In 

particular, the strongest source of Islamic opposition to the Christian West, the Ottoman 

Empire, was bolstered by this October 1727 event.  Instead of the Islamic lands being 

dismantled by internal conflict, this treaty solidified Islam in its long-standing conflict 

with the Christian West, preventing the West from launching more Crusades in the 

Middle East and ensuring the Ottoman Empire's existence into the twentieth century.  In 

this amazingly clear and accurate prophecy Nostradamus states the exact time, the major 

participants, the circumstances and results of a significant event in world history. 

 

Rise of the West 

 

In addition to the victories of Islam, Nostradamus foresaw major events that led to 

the advent of Western global domination.  A pivotal episode in the modern evolution of 

absolute monarchies into democracies, England's Glorious Revolution, is described in 

detail by the great prophet.  

  4q89 - Thirty of London will conspire secretly, 

  Against their King, the enterprise on the sea, 

  He and his satellites will feel disgust for death. 

  A blond King elected, native of Holland.  
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As prophesized by the index number, the Glorious Revolution was completed in 1689 

with the unprecedented election of a British king.  The revolution began the previous year 

when twenty-nine British Lords and a British rear admiral (thirty of London) conspired 

secretly against their king to support William of Orange in a Parliamentary coup to 

overthrow the English monarchy.  William traveled by sea to England with his army in a 

fleet commanded by the British rear admiral.  William arrived in London to join a 

bloodless coup as James II fled for his life with his court (he and his satellites will feel 

disgust for death).  As a child William's hair was blond and he was of blond, or fair, 

complexion.  Notably, the color blond includes light auburn, a shade of orange, which 

may allude to William's name, William of Orange.  William was the first English king 

who was a native of Holland, an unprecedented idea in Nostradamus' day of hereditary 

monarchies.  Also unheard of in Nostradamus' day, William was elected King.  This 

milestone event that Nostradamus so fastidiously predicted set Europe and the world in 

motion towards the modern age of democracy.   

Nostradamus further details the dawning of the age of democracy over two 

centuries after his time. 

  4q96 - The elder sister of the British Isles, 

  Will be born fifteen years before her brother; 

  Because his promise proves to be true, 

  She will succeed to the kingdom of the balance.  

The American Revolution was born approximately a decade and a half, fifteen years, 

before the French Revolution began in America's destined brother in republicanism, 

France.  Because the French promise of military support proved to be true, the 
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American colonies bested the British military colossus and gained independence from 

Britain.  The United States succeeded to the republican democracy, symbolized by Lady 

Liberty's balance of justice.  By realizing a wiser, truer form of democracy than practiced 

in England, the nation that coalesced from Britain's thirteen American colonies proved 

herself to be the elder sister of Britain.  America would later define herself as the elder 

sister of Britain by mobilizing its unique democratic republic to usurp Britain's position 

as the foremost world power.   

Nostradamus very clearly and precisely dated the timeframe of England's 

unmatched domination of the sea that preceded America's ascent to undisputed leadership 

of the West.   

10q100 - A great empire will be for England, 

The all-powerful one through the sea for more than 300 years: 

 Great forces will pass by land and sea, 

 The Portuguese will not be satisfied.  

In Nostradamus' time England was not a major sea power, but Portugal was.  Over the 

next hundred years England began to rapidly develop a sea-based empire that displaced 

other's, including Portugal, and made England the world's most dominant sea-based 

power (the all-powerful one through the sea).  This empire lasted for three hundred 

years until it was stripped by the twentieth century world wars.  With incredible 

precision Nostradamus indicated the timeframes and dates of the future developments of 

the major world powers. 

Another amazing prediction that reveals Nostradamus' precision for prophetic 

dating concerns a major development in science and medicine.   
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1q25 - The lost thing is found, hidden for so many centuries,  

Pasteur will be honored as a demigod:  

This happens when the moon completes her great cycle, 

He will dishonored by other rumors as foul as farting.   

Nostradamus uses an astronomical alignment, the completion of the moon's great cycle of 

revolutions around the earth, to date the occurrence of this prophecy.  After the writing of 

this prophecy, the great lunar cycle was completed in 1889.  In this year the French 

scientist Pasteur, fresh from his epic discovery of microorganisms and germs, opened his 

Institute Pasteur and officially began the scientific revolution of microbiology.  The 

hidden world of microbiology, responsible for the countless diseases that ravaged 

humanity for so many centuries, was a vitally important piece of knowledge that was 

lost to humanity until Pasteur found it.  After the founding of the Institute Pasteur in 

1889, Pasteur was widely honored as a demigod among scientists, particularly for his 

germ theory and study of virulent diseases and immunization techniques.  Despite his 

notoriety, in some circles Pasteur was dishonored by rumors of sloppiness in the 

laboratory.  Nostradamus' detailed knowledge of this Frenchman who discovered the 

cause of most infectious diseases might well have led him to combat the Black Plague as 

a traveling doctor with modern infection-control techniques, a medical career that made 

him famous throughout France5.  The discoveries of the French scientist Pasteur were one 

of a series of developments signaling the rise of Western power that Nostradamus so 

accurately foresaw. 
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World War II 

 

In the twentieth century Nostradamus foresaw many of the world's defining 

events, such as some of the pivotal developments of World War II.  One shocking 

prophecy provides a wealth of information on the rise of Hitler.   

5q29 - Liberty will not be regained, 

It will be occupied by a black, proud, villainous and unjust man: 

When the matter of the pontiff is opened,   

The Republic of Venice will be vexed by Hister.  

The final word of this quatrain, Hister, serves as an unclouded anagram for Hitler.  

Replacing and rearranging one letter, "s", with "l", as permitted by Nostradamus' system 

of anagrams6, easily reveals the name "Hitler".  The name "Hister" also is Latin for the 

Danube River, along the frontiers of which Hitler was born and raised.  It is important to 

note that Nostradamus uses the name "Dannube", as in 6q49, to refer primarily to the 

Danube River, while he reserves the name "Hister" to refer primarily to Hitler, as in the 

Hister of 2q24 who is described as a failed leader of Germany. 

Beyond naming Hitler and his birthplace, this prophecy describes Hitler's 

character and his rule, and, most amazingly, indicates three critical dates in the rise of 

Hitler.  Hitler was a black, proud, villainous and unjust man who caused liberty to 

not be regained within and without Germany during his rule.  The index number, 5q29, 

reveals the date 1929, the year marking the onset of the Great Depression that destroyed 

the German economy, shattered the democratic Weimar government and initiated the 
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descent into anarchy, despotism and martial law that continued inevitably into the rise of 

Nazism and the permanent loss of liberty (liberty will not be regained) in Germany.   

This prophecy explicitly states that this loss of liberty occurs when the matter of 

the pontiff is opened, indicating two possible dates.  In terms of Hitler's relation to the 

Catholic papacy, the matter of the pontiff was opened in 1933 when Hitler requested and 

concluded his infamous Concordat with the Catholic Pope, negotiated by the future Pope 

Pius XII.  This dating precisely indicates the year, 1933, when Hitler caused liberty to 

not be regained in Germany by his permanent implementation of martial law and 

suspension of individual civil rights with the infamous Emergency Powers Act.  In terms 

of the ascendancy of the Catholic Pope, during Hitler's rule the matter of the pontiff was 

raised in March 1939 when Pope Pius XII was elected.  In the very same month, March 

1939, Hitler began his aggressive war by breaking the Munich Pact and invading the 

rump of Czechoslovakia, and then proceeding to invade Poland in the latter half of this 

year and precipitating WWII.  The reign of terror and destruction of liberty by Hitler both 

inside Germany and inside Germany's conquered territories began at the precise time 

indicated in this prophecy. 

The destruction of liberty (liberty not regained) within and without Germany 

was greatly aided by Pope Pius XII's Concordat (the matter of the pontiff) with Hitler, 

which assured the Vatican's silence in the face of Nazi atrocities.  In particular, this event 

began the Nazi coercion inside Italy (referred to by the synecdoche "Republic of 

Venice") that led her to be disastrously vexed by an alliance with Hitler.  Interestingly, 

Nostradamus uses the Old French term "faschee", meaning vexed, to describe Hitler's 

effect on Italy.  This Old French term is a spelling variation of the word "fasces", a 
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weapon used by ancient Roman magistrates to enforce their authority, the symbol of 

Roman power that was the origin of the word "fascism".  Italy did in fact become vexed 

by the specter of fascism that she created and Hitler remodeled in Germany into the 

complete termination of liberty and subordination to his destructive desires, a policy he 

then proceeded to export across Europe, including into Italy.   

Nostradamus continues with his detailed description of Hitler in another 

prophecy. 

6q49 - Of the warlike party, by the great Pontiff 

Will subjugate the frontiers of the Danube:  

To pursue the cross through the crooked cross of iron, 

Captives, gold, jewels, more than one hundred thousand rubies.  

Using his warlike Nazi Party and his aforementioned Concordat with the Catholic Pope 

(the great Pontiff), Hitler seized control of the German government and mobilized the 

traditionally warlike German people to subjugate the frontiers of the Danube River, 

including the countries of Czechoslovakia, Germany, Austria, Hungary and Romania.  

Hitler's Nazi Germany attempted to pursue his mad messianic crusade (the cross) across 

Europe as advocated by the Nazi revolution, symbolized through the swastika (aptly 

described as the crooked cross).  As indicated by Nostradamus' terminology, this 

crusade was a purely crooked, unholy crusade led by a megalomaniac, Hitler, whose aim 

was to exalt himself as the King of kings (by the great Pontiff).  Nostradamus describes 

a crooked perversion of the Holy Cross in which Hitler displaced the authority of the 

papacy and was nefariously extolled as the new great Pontiff, Christ reborn, who would 

lead Germany to the Promised Land.  The Nazi order of the swastika was sinisterly cast 
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in the German culture of blood and iron to lead brainwashed pirates to pillage and 

enslave its neighbors.  Nostradamus concludes this interesting comparison of the Nazi 

crusade to the Crusades of the Middle Ages by emphasizing the war booty that it reaps 

for the warlike Nazis, enumerating the various treasures.  

 In one line of his prophecies Nostradamus clearly highlights the key 

characteristics of his second antichrist, Hitler. 

Epistle to Henry II 177-87 - The second Antichrist, who will persecute 

the church . . . by means of temporal Kings, who in their ignorance will 

be seduced by tongues which will cut more sharply than any sword in 

the hands of a madman.  

Hitler's most infamous quality was his gift of seductive speech, by which he hypnotized 

and deceived (seduced by tongues) his contemporaries to do his bidding.  The second 

antichrist Hitler used his power to persecute the Catholic Church, particularly priests, 

in a bid to unseat the influence of Catholicism in both worldly and spiritual matters.  Five 

million Christians were purposefully targeted and murdered in the Nazi Holocaust8.  With 

sly, eloquent oratory, the second Antichrist seduced ignorant statesmen such as Neville 

Chamberlain and Benito Mussolini (temporal Kings) to concede to the agenda of his 

criminally insane regime (in the hands of a madman).  By these victories of speech, as 

displayed in the infamous Munich Conference, Hitler accomplished successes more 

complete than he could have hoped to achieve by military means (cut more sharply than 

any sword).  Nostradamus clearly describes the second antichrist as a masterful orator 

who was a madman, pinpointing the two most oft-repeated salient features of Adolf 

Hitler in a very comprehensive description. 
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In addition to Hitler's victories, Nostradamus also describes his failures.  

Explicitly identifying the Spanish leader Francisco Franco by name and description, 

Nostradamus predicts one of the key turning points in Hitler's war for world domination.   

 9q16 - From Castille, Franco will bring out the assembly, 

 The ambassador will not agree and cause a schism: 

 The people of Rivera will be in the crowd,  

 And they will refuse entry into the Gulf.  

Controlling virtually all of Europe in 1940, Hitler was only one maneuver away from 

defeating England.  Hitler needed to control England's key point of entrance to the 

Mediterranean, the Gulf of Gibraltar.  Control of this Gulf would give Hitler a tighter 

squeeze on England's life-sustaining trade empire and greater domination of both the 

underbelly of Europe and North Africa.  This strategically crucial British enclave on the 

coastal point of Spain could only be taken via Spain, and for this military action Hitler 

needed the consent of Spain's dictator Francisco Franco, a German ally.  Hitler sent his 

chief of military intelligence, Admiral Wilhelm Canaris, Germany's closest contact with 

the Spanish dictator, as ambassador to convince Franco to allow Germany's army passage 

through Spain in order to besiege Gibraltar.   

Nostradamus begins the prophecy about this ambassador's meeting with Franco 

by explicitly mentioning its location in Castille, the Spanish heartland region that for 

centuries has been the center of Spanish government.  Castille also acts as a synecdoche 

for Spain, indicating the identity of Franco's nation.  The German ambassador Canaris 

was a secret opponent of the Nazi regime and secretly did not agree with or support 

Hitler's war.  Instead of attempting to convince Franco to acquiesce to Hitler's request, 
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Canaris caused a schism between Nazi Germany and Spain by privately insisting to 

Franco that he both reject the request and refuse to enter the war.  Canaris declared to 

Franco that Germany would lose the war, and he even provided Franco with a list of 

Germany's deficits in war supplies, such as heavy naval artillery, that Franco would use 

to make impossible requests of Germany for necessary war supplies to justify to Hitler 

Spain's refusal to join the war.  Canaris then emphasized to Hitler spurious logistical 

problems with German troop transport in Spain to dissuade Hitler from pursuing the 

Gibraltar siege.  Canaris was later executed by Hitler for this and other "treasonous" 

actions.  The people of Rivera, those of Franco's assembly from the former Spanish 

dictator Rivera's camp, supported the German ambassador's surprising proposition, and 

so Hitler was refused entry into the Gulf of Gibraltar by Franco and his assembly.  

Hitler's failure to capture this key strategic site was arguably the turning point in his war 

with the West, a historic moment when the world was saved from Hitler, a major event of 

the twentieth century history that Nostradamus predicted with amazing clarity.   

 

The Cold War 

 

Perhaps the most famous event of the twentieth century, the rise and fall of the 

Soviet Union, is also described in Nostradamus' prophecies.  

 Epistle to Henry II 88-919 - And there shall be in the month of October 

some great movement and transference of the globe and it will be such 

that one will think that the earth has lost its natural gravitational 

movement, and that it will be plunged into the abyss of perpetual 
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darkness; there will be initial omens in the spring, and extraordinary 

changes in rapid succession thereafter, reversals of kingdoms and 

mighty earthquakes, with the increase of the new Babylon, the miserable 

daughter, augmented by the abomination of the first Holocaust, and it 

will last no less than seventy-three years and seven months.  

Nostradamus describes a revolution that begins in October and spawns into a global reign 

of darkness that lasts seventy-three years and seven months.  This incipient movement 

spreads across the globe and brings humanity into an abyss of darkness characterized by 

reversals of kingdoms.  One such kingdom reversal is the augmentation of a modern day 

Babylonian empire because of an abominable event known as the "first Holocaust".  This 

passage clearly states a timeframe and key events of the rise and fall of the Soviet Union, 

a global reign of perpetual darkness that began with the most murderous government in 

world history and blossomed into the driving force behind the fifty-year threat of global 

nuclear destruction that was the Cold War.  The seventy-three year and seven month 

lifespan of the Soviet Union began with the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia in late 

October 1917 and ended with the complete dissolution of the USSR in mid-1991, 

marked by the direct popular election of Boris Yeltsin to the presidency of the Russian 

Federation in early June 1991.   The Bolshevik's October Revolution began the 

transference of power and properties to the state as part of the great communist 

restructuring.  Outside of the Soviet Union, the transference of sovereign national power 

to Soviet rule gained momentum as the USSR accelerated its military conquest.  Behind 

and beyond the iron curtain, humanity and the world were plunged into the abyss of 

perpetual darkness created by this brutal totalitarian regime with very real ambitions of 
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world domination.  The reversals of kingdoms that characterized the spread of Russian 

communism grossly destabilized the world and initiated a global reign of terror 

One of the first nations to fall into this abyss was Germany, which was fractured 

by a civil war instigated by the Russian communists' attempt to spread the Bolshevik 

Revolution to Germany and beyond.  The result of the attempted communist revolution in 

Germany was a destabilized nation that paved the way for the rise of Hitler and the 

enactment of the first Holocaust.  The Soviet Union suffered the greatest losses from 

Hitler's Holocaust, but ironically benefited from this cataclysm as it greatly expanded its 

empire because of Hitler's failed invasion.   

The first Holocaust also augmented Israel, the miserable daughter of the first 

Holocaust (miserable is a reoccurring cryptogram for Israel in Nostradamus' prophecies, 

c.f.: 8q96).  Israel was created as a direct result of the first Holocaust, which flooded the 

land with hundreds of thousands of Jewish European refugees that coalesced into the 

birth of Israel two years after WWII.  The world's only Jewish state became a new 

Babylon that dominates the Middle East and seizes territory in the tradition of this 

ancient expansionist empire.  Consistent with Nostradamus' prophecy about the miserable 

daughter of the first Holocaust, the Jewish people emerged from a most abject position in 

WWII to create a state that is the most powerful nation in the most strategically important 

region in the world. 

Another beneficiary of the first Holocaust was modern-day Iraq (new Babylon, 

the site of ancient Babylon), which was augmented as a leader of the Arab resistance to 

Israel's Zionist expansion.  The Soviet Union funded much of Iraq's military expansion to 

counter American influence in the Middle East, particularly through Israel.  Iraq under 
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Saddam Hussein would threaten a second Jewish Holocaust with its well-known attempts 

to create a nuclear arsenal to use in a war to destroy Israel.  Saddam became the most 

famous leader of the pan-Arab war against Israel, attacking Israel with thirty-nine Scud 

missiles during the Gulf War and becoming the most overt state-sponsor of Palestinian 

terrorism against Israel.  As has been recently confirmed, Saddam's nuclear program 

ended in 1991 with the Gulf War, the same end year of this Soviet Union prophecy's 

prospective timeline.  Consistent with Nostradamus' phrasing in this prophecy, both the 

Soviet Union and the rise of its Middle East beneficiary ended in the same year.   

The economic and industrial failures of the Soviet Union in the Cold War that led 

to its loss to America were exemplified by the space race to the moon, an epic event in 

human history that Nostradamus describes in certain detail.      

 9q65 - He will come to take himself to the corner of the moon, 

 Where he will be taken and placed on alien land, 

 The unripe fruit will be the source of great scandal, 

 Great blame, to the other great praise.  

Nostradamus clearly describes the moon landing, framing it as an event that confers to 

one party (America) great praise and to another (the Soviet Union) great blame.   Taken 

by spacecraft to the alien land of the moon, the United States received great praise for 

this symbol of victory in the Cold War.  Juxtaposed to America's success, the foreboding 

failure of the disaster-ridden Soviet space program (the unripe fruit) to be the first to the 

moon was a source of great scandal and blame to the other major party of the space 

race.  It was the continuation of this costly technological contest, particularly with the 

space-based national missile defense programs, that led directly to the collapse of the 
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Soviet Union.  Nostradamus predicted the moon landing and highlighted the importance 

of this pinnacle of human achievement in the context of the contemporary Cold War.   

 

From the death of his king to the rise of Western democracies, from the age of 

Hitler to the fall of the Soviet Union, Nostradamus precisely forecasted the most 

momentous events of the modern age.  The multitude of accurate prophecies in 

Nostradamus' collected works constitutes concrete proof that he was a true prophet and 

that his predictions for today must be seriously regarded as one of humanity's most 

valuable treasures. 
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II.  

THE 9/11 WAR 

 

3.  

Dating the Events of the 9/11 War 

 

More than any other single event, Nostradamus seems to fastidiously describe the 

9/11 attack.  Amazingly, Nostradamus identifies the precise day that the post-9/11 war 

would begin, the millennial day of September 17th.     

9q17 - The third one first does worse than Nero, 

Soulless and valiant, how much human blood flows: 

He will cause the oven to be rebuilt, 

Golden Age, dead, new King, great scandal. 

In numerous instances Nostradamus uses the indexing numbers of the prophecy to date 

the day, month and/or year of the events he is describing, as in the prophecy 5q45 where 

he accurately dates the collapse of the Nazi Empire in May 1945.  In 9q17 Nostradamus 

dates the beginning of America's war on terror on the 17th day of the 9th month of the 

opening year of the third millennium.  On September 17, 2001, after a three-day war 

council with his national security team at Camp David, President Bush promulgated his 

post-9/11 national security doctrine in a three-page top-secret document.  This 

presidential directive outlined Bush's plan for a world war on terror, beginning with an 
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invasion of Afghanistan and continuing with an invasion of Iraq10.  Coordination with the 

United Nations for this military action is not mentioned in the document.  This Bush 

directive reveals the most unprecedented hallmark of the post-9/11 Bush doctrine, 

unilateral, preemptive war against nations without a terrorist association with Al Qaeda.  

Exactly one year after the signing of this presidential directive, on September 17, 2002, 

Bush publicly declared this official national security strategy.  Only with Bush's 

outrageous retaliation for the 9/11 attack, promulgated on September 17, 2001, could Bin 

Laden further escalate his war into the War of the Apocalypse.  With this prophecy, 

Nostradamus dated the beginning of the Final War. 

As a first step towards implementing Bush's authorization for war with 

Afghanistan, on September 17, 2001 the United States officially gave the Taliban the 

ultimatum to release Bin Laden to America's custody or face an American invasion11.  

Considering that there was essentially no chance of the Taliban arresting and extraditing 

Bin Laden, both because of Bin Laden's control of the Taliban and the religious duty this 

fundamentalist Islamic government felt obligated by to protect him, the American 

ultimatum amounted to a declaration of war on Afghanistan.  This date, 9/17/01, marked 

the beginning of the U.S. War on Terror that was the critical impetus for the unfolding 

Final War.   

Just as it was the beginning of America's war, this historic day was also the 

beginning of America's demonization in world opinion.  On September 17, 2001 Bin 

Laden proclaimed to the world his first public denial of responsibility for the 9/11 

attack12.  This event sculpted Bush's post-9/11 war, particularly the diplomatic front, most 

fundamentally.   By raising early doubts about his own guilt for 9/11 in world opinion, 
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Bin Laden both fostered doubts about the legitimacy of America's retaliation and allowed 

the Bush Administration to more easily use the 9/11 attack as a pretext to broadly invade 

the Middle East.  This event signaled the beginning of an important trend in Bush's war, 

the vilification of America and the glorification of Al Qaeda.  Bin Laden's early denial of 

responsibility for 9/11 began to portray an apocalyptic drama of a righteous messianic 

group battling an evil empire.  This public denial of guilt on September 17, 2001 marked 

the onset of the public relations war between America and Al Qaeda, the most important 

dimension of the conflict.  The indication of 9q17 that the Apocalypse War would begin 

at the onset of the third millennium is supported by other Nostradamus prophecies, such 

as 10q72 and 2q46 (see below).   

Nostradamus' precise dating of the Final War is buttressed by a detailed 

description of its prosecution.  Considering that the central focus of Nostradamus' 

prophecies is the personification of evil in the personage of the antichrist, particularly the 

millennial third antichrist, the "third one" who does "worse than Nero" most probably 

refers to Nostradamus' third antichrist.  In the legacy of the mad Roman emperor Nero, 

the third one of Nostradamus' antichrists portrays a mad modern Rome Pretender who 

instigates a war of unprecedented death and destruction.  Current events reveal this 

modern Rome Pretender to be the Bush Administration under the manipulation of Bin 

Laden, who goads Bush into predictable military responses to Al Qaeda's terrorist attacks 

on America.  Bush's madness is revealed by the fact that he would dare to enrage the 

international community with a Rome Pretender's military adventurism in the nuclear 

age, a global outrage that most probably will translate into future nuclear attacks on 

America.  As a further testament to his madness, Bush has blatantly emphasized his 
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evangelical Christian faith in his leadership of a world war he describes as a global 

campaign to eradicate evil, a public depiction revealing that Bush believes he is the 

central figure of his religion, the millennial Messiah of the Apocalypse.  Bush's insane 

conception of America as an invincible empire and himself as the Messiah couples with 

the covert usurpation of the American presidency by an even more insane world leader.  

Nostradamus aptly describes this nexus of power as "worse than Nero". 

Bin Laden most glaringly demonstrated this power nexus by assisting Bush's 

election and reelection with October surprises that boosted his support inside America on 

the eve of the 2000 and 2004 elections, specifically, with the 2000 bombing of the USS 

Cole and the release of his 2004 videotape that ostensibly endorsed Kerry.  After Bush's 

first election, Bin Laden provoked Bush into a predictable military invasion of the Middle 

East that has demonized America, setting the stage for the nuclear holocaust of the 

United States.  Bin Laden's suicide bomber army is soulless and valiant because they 

willingly sacrifice their lives in order to murder thousands of civilians, to instigate the 

War of the Apocalypse and to portray Bin Laden as the Messiah who destroys the Great 

Satan.   

Bush's criminal crusade is also fought by an army of soulless and valiant men, 

the American armed forces, a soulless army that willingly has slaughtered thousands of 

innocent civilians (up to 100,000 in Iraq alone) and, albeit unwittingly, has prosecuted a 

war motivated by Bush's Messiah Pretension that will eventually destroy the American 

homeland.  The American armed forces are undoubtedly valiant because they dare to 

battle a globally entrenched guerilla army that is fueled by widespread support, enjoys a 
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strategic nuclear advantage over America as a stateless empire, and is led by an ingenious 

terrorist emperor, Bin Laden, also known as Nostradamus' third antichrist.   

The third one first did worse than Nero-Bush in that the 9/11 attack, Bin 

Laden's first attack that provoked America's world war on terrorism, outshined any of 

Bush's crimes up to that point.  Bush's subsequent War on Terror in Afghanistan and Iraq 

has killed over ten times as many innocent civilians than Bin Laden killed on 9/11, 

inevitable innocent Afghan and Iraqi deaths that Bush accepted prior to the invasions in 

order to achieve his strategic objectives.  President Bush's evangelical Christian crusade 

to rid the world of evil and thoroughly establish America's world dominance has led him 

to initiate a war of unprecedented death and destruction that will precipitate a nuclear 

holocaust.  This slaughter will greatly exceed any of the murderous exploits of the mad 

Roman Emperor Nero, and thus in another sense will be "worse than Nero".   

Nostradamus' "third one" seeks to provoke the neo-Nero Bush Administration 

into predictable aggressions and thereby co-start the war of the Apocalypse.  Bin Laden 

will publicly reveal himself to be the maddest of all emperors when he relights the ovens 

of the Holocaust of Nostradamus' second Antichrist, Adolf Hitler, with the nuclear 

weapons of today's world.  Fittingly, the phrase "the third one" not only describes Bin 

Laden as Nostradamus' third antichrist but also describes Bush, Bin Laden's most 

valuable chess piece.  Following his grandfather and father, G.W. Bush is the third 

internationally renowned statesman of his family to direct America's destiny.  The ego 

and alter ego of Nostradamus' third antichrist, represented by Bin Laden and Bush, 

respectively, ironically are working together to restart the Holocaust of Bin Laden's 

predecessor.   
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In another sense, the third one will first do worse than Nero in that the third 

antichrist will do worse than the second antichrist.  Nostradamus explicitly describes his 

second antichrist, Adolf Hitler, as "a madman" who uses seductive oratory to rise to 

world domination (Epistle to Henry II, verses 177-178 as indexed by John Hogue).  In the 

final insane days of the Third Reich, Hitler issued his infamous Nero Order of 1945, 

which ordered the self-destruction of his German nation, including the eradication of 

Germany's infrastructure and capacity to feed itself.  Ever since, Hitler has been viewed 

worldwide as the epitome of a modern Nero, a mad Rome Pretender emperor.  As 

suggested by 9q17, Bin Laden's unprecedented 9/11 terrorist attack provoked World War 

III, a world war for the nuclear age that promises to relight the oven of Hitler's Holocaust 

with a nuclear holocaust that will be far worse than any of Hitler's horrendous crimes. 

The last line of 9q17 provides details of two major contemporary events, the 

death of the golden age of internal security and prosperity for the world's sole 

superpower at the turn of the millennium, and the great scandal concerning the 

ascension of a "new King" in the controversial millennial American Presidential Election.  

The use of the word "King" harkens to an inherited bloodline dynasty, an accurate 

description of the only American president whose ascendancy to the nation's highest 

throne is primarily based on the fact that his father was president.  Bush's inherited 

presidency, as well as the scandal of his ascension, also reinforces the depiction of him as 

an unfit modern Roman emperor in the tradition of Nero.  Fittingly, the term "new King" 

can also apply to Bin Laden, who assumed the role of undisputed leadership of 

international terrorism by ending America's golden age with the great scandal of that 

millennial day's terrorist attack.  Furthermore, Bin Laden became a new King during this 
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millennial period when he became ruler of the most powerful military force in the world, 

another great scandal when Al Qaeda was transformed into the world's strongest nuclear 

power by probably acquiring a nuclear arsenal and then instigating Bush to make Al 

Qaeda a stateless empire.  The wealth of information provided in 9q17 offers a highly 

specific depiction of the 9/11 war. 

Coupled with Nostradamus' description of the results of the 9/11 plot in 9q17, in 

his most widely heralded prophecy about the third antichrist, Nostradamus describes and 

dates the initiation of the 9/11 plot. 

10q72 - In July of 1999,  

the great King of Terror will come from the sky. 

Accurately describing the third antichrist as the undisputed leader of global terrorism, the 

great King of Terror, Nostradamus foretells the unprecedented millennial 9/11 terrorist 

aerial plot that would "come from the sky".  The use of the word "King" to describe 

Nostradamus' millennial third antichrist clearly harkens to the "King" and the "third one" 

of 9q17.  In the context of a millennial war of terrorism, the word "King" also harkens to 

the King Destroyer described in Revelation 9:11, the man who presides over a global 

reign of terror and instigates the War of the Apocalypse.  This equation of the great King 

of Terror of 10q72 with Nostradamus' final antichrist and the Revelation 9:11 Destroyer 

is furthered by the appearance of the hidden image of the mark of the beast of Revelation 

13:18, 666, in the year 1999, a symbol traditionally associated with the Antichrist of the 

Apocalypse.   
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Most amazingly, in this prophecy Nostradamus precisely dates the month the 

modern great King of Terror set in motion the millennial War on Terror2.  In the fateful 

year 1999, Bin Laden set in motion the 9/11 plot by starting the funding and training of 

the 9/11 hijackers and completing the plot's operational planning13.  In terms of the 

revelation of Bin Laden's 9/11 plot, as indicated by the revelatory phrase "will come from 

the sky", in 1999 America witnessed the first widely circulated intelligence reports 

warning that Bin Laden would attack landmarks and government buildings in 

Washington, D.C. and the Wall Street district of New York with kamikaze airplane 

attacks in the near future14.  Additionally, in 1999 the American public was first widely 

alerted about a Bin Laden attempt to attack inside America, popularly known as the 

"Millennium Bomb Plot".  The great King of Terror was first revealed to the world in the 

precise year Nostradamus clearly predicted. 

Even more precisely, Nostradamus clearly dated the precise month that the pivotal 

events of Bin Laden's incipient revelation occurred.  In July of 1999 the Hamburg 

terrorist cell that led the 9/11 attack formed, consisting of ringleader Mohammed Atta 

and two of the three other leaders/pilots of the plot15.  The first 9/11 pilot to obtain his 

commercial pilot's license did so in the couple month's prior to his travel visa's expiration 

in July of 1999, receiving the power to "come from the sky" as an agent of the great King 

of Terror by this deadline16.  Financing for the Atta Hamburg cell began in July of 1999 

via an account established by the 9/11 pilot Al-Shehhi in the United Arab Emirates17.  

Interestingly, the Taliban made a special announcement in 1999 claiming that the Afghan 

government was unaware of Usama bin Laden's whereabouts and activities from early 

                                                
2 Based on this prophecy, in early 1999 this author predicted that in July of 1999 Bin Laden would initiate 
his plot to launch a catastrophic terrorist attack to provoke World War III.   
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spring until early July of 1999, indicating that he was engaged in particularly nefarious 

activity up through this time.  The Taliban's justification for providing refuge to Bin 

Laden was always that they closely monitored his activities and did not permit him to 

engage in terrorist activities.  Nevertheless, despite the Taliban's publicly stated 

ignorance of Bin Laden's activities during these critical months when America was 

pressuring Afghanistan to extradite the terrorist mastermind after his first overt attack on 

America, the African embassy bombings, the Taliban continued to openly shelter Bin 

Laden beginning in July 1999.  By the very logic of the Taliban's justification for 

harboring Bin Laden, this revelation in July of 1999 both justified and encouraged an 

American invasion.  In July of 1999, the great King of Terror revealed to the world 

(came from the sky) that he was being provided state-sponsorship by the Taliban, in 

effect, that he was in control of both Afghanistan and an unrivaled global terrorist empire. 

Also in July of 1999, President Clinton received startling intelligence that led him 

to sign an executive order radically changing America's Al Qaeda/Taliban policy, 

declaring the Taliban to be a state-sponsor of terrorism and authorizing the CIA to 

capture or kill Bin Laden.  Consistent with America's increased alarm about the Bin 

Laden threat, July of 1999 was the first month Bin Laden was on the FBI's notorious Ten 

Most Wanted list, perhaps the most public revelation (coming from the sky) of the great 

King of Terror.   

At this time, the American government received some very alarming intelligence 

that likely contributed to the administration's important change in Bin Laden's threat 

status.  In July of 1999, America received one of the most convincingly authentic 

intelligence reports that clearly stated Al Qaeda's intention to destroy the Twin Towers.  
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A U.S. government sting operation recorded a Pakistani intelligence agent in a July 1999 

meeting to buy stinger missiles that took place in view of the Twin Towers.  The 

Pakistani Intelligence agency, known as ISI, is a well-known organizational affiliate of 

Al Qaeda.  In fact, Al Qaeda, responsible for the first World Trade Center bombing as 

well as every major foreign terrorist attack on America since, is the only organizational 

affiliate of ISI that has attacked America.  On the audio recording of the meeting, the 

Pakistani agent clearly referenced an attack on the World Trade Center, the site of Al 

Qaeda's first attack on America in 1993, and then pointed to the buildings, saying, "Those 

towers are coming down"18.  While it is unclear whether this and other July 1999 

evidence of Bin Laden's 9/11 plot was part of the classified intelligence that motivated 

Clinton to change America's Al Qaeda policy, it is very clear that in July of 1999 Bin 

Laden came out from his nebulous background (came from the sky) by revealing his 

identity as Al Qaeda's mastermind and initiating the plot that would reveal himself to the 

world as the great King of Terror.  Precisely as Nostradamus clearly stated, in July of 

1999 the great King of Terror, the third antichrist, set in motion the colossal aerial 

terrorist attack that would catalyze his imminent millennial War of the Apocalypse.   

July of 1999 was also a pivotal month in the career of George W. Bush, the man 

who would empower Bin Laden as the great King of Terror through his future 

provocative escalation of the world war and anti-American sentiment.  In fact, the ease 

with which Bin Laden intentionally provoked President Bush to invade Afghanistan and 

Iraq demonstrated that he was Bin Laden's American puppet president19.  By becoming 

arguably the most feared and loathed man in history, as witnessed by the largest global 

protest against a single man in history in March 2003, Bush portrayed an alter ego of the 
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great King of Terror that would greatly facilitate Bin Laden's primary goal of fomenting 

anti-American sentiment globally.  Today Bush is arguably viewed globally as the 

preeminent great King of Terror, a man whose military crusade has killed over ten 

times as many innocent civilians as were killed in the 9/11 attack, who still threatens a 

greater world war, and continues to destabilize the world community through pursuit of a 

doctrine of preemptive war that includes preemptive nuclear war.  The preemptive advent 

of Bush's presidency in July of 1999, which evolved into Bin Laden's apocalyptic alter 

ego, represents a dual confirmation of 10q72.  Along with Bin Laden's other plans for the 

world war, his shadowy usurpation of the American administration also began in the 

pivotal month of July 1999. 

July of 1999 was the first month of Bush's official campaign for the presidency.  

The Bush Campaign also reaped its first major victory in July of 1999 when the public 

revelation (came from the sky) of his unprecedented campaign finances swayed many 

analysts to conclude that Bush had effectively already won the Republican nomination.  

The first quarterly fundraising report for the presidential candidates revealed that Bush 

had raised more than double the combined finances of all of his Republican opponents, 

more than any other candidate ever raised in an entire election campaign, let alone in a 

six-month period before the first primary vote.  By exceeding the primary fundraising 

limit of $34 million in July 1999, Bush was allowed to spend an unlimited sum on his 

campaign for the primaries, the first major party candidate ever to accomplish this feat20.  

Also in July of 1999, Bush revealed (came from the sky) the identities of the top 

members of his campaign's Pioneer Club, the top-tier of his fundraisers who were 

responsible for over half of his campaign finances21.  This first and only publication of 
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the identity of the powerful interests backing his candidacy amounted to a public 

declaration of the high probability Bush would win the presidency of a government 

dominated by special interests.   

The foundation of the Bush Campaign on this major victory in July of 1999 

placed Bush in contention with the pseudo-incumbent Gore Administration, a democratic 

candidacy crippled from its inception by the final scandalous years of the Clinton/Gore 

Administration.  In July of 1999, the Clinton-Lewinsky scandal came to a climactic 

conclusion when, following his acquittal in the impeachment hearings, Clinton became 

the first president to be held in contempt of court when he was fined $90,000 for lying 

about his relationship with Lewinsky during his deposition in the Paula Jones sexual 

harassment investigation.  This event served to link the Clinton-Lewinsky and Clinton-

Jones sexual scandals in the minds of many voters, acting as a final official judgment and 

punishment of Clinton's presidency.  Bush's election was greatly assisted by Clinton's 

sexual scandals, which led many Americans to reject Gore in the 2000 election merely 

because of his association with Clinton's tumultuous presidency3.  In retrospect, a 

perspective reserved for prophets and people of the future, the developments in July of 

1999 revealed that Bush was destined to win the presidency.  Coupled with Bin Laden's 

initiation in this month of the 9/11 plot to subvert American power and the revelation of 

his preeminent role in Afghanistan, the dawn of Bush's future presidency in July of 1999 

signaled the advent of the age of global domination by Nostradamus' great King of 

Terror. 

                                                
3 In support of this often cited cause for Gore's loss in the 2000 Election, an ABC/Washington Post poll in 
September 1999 found that nearly half of those polled thought that Gore was too closely associated to 
Clinton to elect following the Lewinsky scandal (www.abcnews.go.com/reference/bios/clinton.html). 
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In addition to the pivotal month of July 1999, Nostradamus reveals the other 

crucial date of the 9/11 plot in this prophecy.  An often-employed tactic in Nostradamus' 

prophecies is to display key details about the major historical events, including dates and 

names, in reverse form.  The reverse image of the prophecy index number 10q72 about 

the "great King of Terror", read 27q01, reveals the two most prominent numbers related 

to Nostradamus' third antichrist and his 9/11 attack.  The number "01" dates the year of 

the execution of the millennial antichrist's 9/11 plot, 2001, the first year of the 

millennium.  The other number revealed in the mirror image of quatrain number 10q72, 

27, is the length in years of the third antichrist's war that Nostradamus explicitly states in 

his other most heralded prophecy about the third antichrist. 

  8q77 - The third antichrist very soon annihilated, 

  Twenty-seven years his bloody war will last. 

Not only does the number "27" in the prophecy 10q72 identify by cross reference the 

"great King of Terror" as Nostradamus' millennial third antichrist, it supports the 

confirmation of 10q72 and the parallel career chronology of Napoleon, Hitler and Bin 

Laden (see below) that Bin Laden's war to conquer the world will last twenty-seven years 

(1979-2005).  This famous prophecy provides a wealth of information on the third 

antichrist's 9/11 plot, dating the beginning of the 9/11 plot, July 1999, its completion in 

the first year of the third millennium and the length of Bin Laden's war. 

Nostradamus indicates elsewhere that the War of the Apocalypse will occur at the 

turn of the millennium. 

2q46 - After a great misery for mankind an even greater approaches. 

The great motor of the centuries is renewed: 
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It will rain blood, milk, famine, iron and pestilence, 

In the sky will be seen a fire, dragging a trail of sparks. 

The greatest misery for mankind in the modern world to date was World War II and the 

Holocaust.  The quatrain index number, 2q46, indicates the first year after WWII, the 46th 

year of the 20th century, as the beginning of humanity's procession to a greater misery.  

A greater world war, WWIII, and a greater holocaust, a nuclear holocaust, are dated to 

begin at the time of the processional renewal of the centuries, the millennium.  The 

millennial onset of Bin Laden's global reign of terror threatens to develop into the 

apocalyptic war Nostradamus describes, including the raining death of nuclear missiles, 

flying iron bombs of fire dragging a trail of sparks, and the mass famine and 

pestilence (including radiation sickness) that will result from a global nuclear war.  

Interestingly, the date indicated by the index number 2q46, 1946, marked the opening 

year of the Cold War race to build these Intercontinental Ballistic Nuclear Missiles that 

will figure prominently in an American nuclear war.  1946 is also the date of birth of the 

puppet American president who is on course to enable Bin Laden's nuclear war through 

his provocative 9/11 retaliation. 

 Another interpretation of the phrase "the great motor of the centuries is renewed" 

indirectly confirms the millennial dating of this greater misery for mankind.  The title of 

Nostradamus' primary volume of prophecies is "The Centuries".  The renewal of the 

"motor" of his prophetic work could represent the fruition of important events he clearly 

predicted, a global revelation of Nostradamus' prophetic ability that allows humanity to 

finally heed his dire warnings.  This revelation of Nostradamus' prophecies is the focus of 

a widely scrutinized prophecy, 3q94, in which he dates this occurrence at five hundred 
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years after his birth, or in 2003.  If Nostradamus' dire prophecies were ever intended to 

change the natural course of history, the time period most likely targeted for this change 

would be the age of greatest peril to humanity, the age of the Apocalypse.  The precision 

of Nostradamus' predictions about the apocalyptic events of the current millennial period, 

particularly concerning the 9/11 War, could possibly provoke this long-awaited 

revelation unto humanity. 
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4.  

The Details of the 9/11 Attack 

 

Nostradamus describes in detail the events of his third antichrist's most famous 

attack to date, the 9/11 attack. 

6q97 - At forty and five degrees the sky will burn,   

Fire approaches the great new city,   

Immediately a huge scattered flame leaps up, 

When they want to have verification from the French.  

He phrase forty and five degrees is traditionally interpreted as meaning 45 degrees 

latitude, the major parallel that intersects New York State.  Howver, this phrase can also 

mean 40.5 degrees, the precise parallel that intersects New York City.  In either case, this 

geographic data identifies the site of the 9/11 attack.  The great new city of the modern 

era is New York City, the world's largest and most famous urban area, the center of 

modern civilization that is the economic and cultural cornerstone of the world.  On that 

fateful millennial day, the great new city was approached by two unconventional 

missiles and struck by fiery explosions.  The first plane hit the North Tower at a 

descending angle of forty-five degrees22.  After each impact, immediately a huge 

scattered flame leapt up from each stricken Twin Tower about the sides of the building.  

Until the Twin Towers collapsed, the famous New York skyline burned with the wrecks.  

For weeks after the collapses, the skyline was inundated with smoke from the burning, 

smoldering wreckage.   
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In the three weeks prior to the 9/11 attack, American intelligence sought 

verification from the French about reports that an Al Qaeda terrorist attack on the U.S. 

homeland was imminent.  Specifically, this intelligence effort involved a detained French 

citizen, Zacarias Moussoui, a suspected Islamic terrorist whom FBI agents suspected of 

plotting the hijacking of 747 airliners and "crashing into the World Trade Center"23.  The 

greatest attack ever on America was the Antichrist's 9-1-1 emergency call marking Al 

Qaeda's looming death threat to the United States, a warning Nostradamus penned five 

hundred years ago.  Unfortunately, American intelligence did not seek verification from 

the writings of the Frenchman most knowledgeable of this future attack. 

The index number of this prophecy, 6q97, presents two numbers, 6, the traditional 

number representing Satan (as 5 is to man and 7 is to God), and 97, indicating the year 

two years prior to the year of the advent of the great King of Terror explicitly stated in 

10q72.  In 1997, Bin Laden changed his public persona from an apparent financier of 

terrorism to an apparent mastermind of a global terrorist empire charged with destroying 

America, a transformation that culminated in his public declaration of global war against 

America in February 199824.  Acting on this change in his public demeanor, in 1997 

America began pressuring the Taliban to expel Bin Laden and his Al Qaeda 

organization25.  Bin Laden's revelation of himself as the great King of Terror would soon 

lead him to convert his apocalyptic words into satanic deeds by unequivocally initiating 

this world war with the 9/11 attack. 

Nostradamus' description of the dates and events surrounding Bin Laden's 9/11 

attack in 9q17, 10q72, and 6q97 is continued in yet another of his prophecies. 

 1q87 - Earth-shaking fire from the center of the earth. 
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 Will cause the towers of the New City to shake: 

 Two great rocks for a long time will make war, 

 And then Arethusa will color a new river red.  

As in the other detailed description of the 9/11 attack in 6q97, Nostradamus describes a 

warlike fiery assault on "the New City", the great New York City.  The targets of this 

attack are identified as the towers of the New City, the Twin Towers, the most famous 

towers in the world, located in the world's preeminent "New City".  Nostradamus notes 

that the Twin Towers shake from this attack, which they did upon the planes' collision 

and then some ninety minutes later upon the Towers' collapse.   

The force of the impact of the two airliners crashing into the twin towers caused 

negligible destruction compared to the explosion of the fully fueled wings.  This fuel had 

its origins in the oil fields deep underground the earth, and thus it was literally earth-

shaking fire from the center of the earth that caused the towers of the New City to 

shake and collapse in a colossal earth-shaking maelstrom.  Beyond this shockingly 

precise description of the cause and effect of the destruction of the Twin Towers, the 

fiery 9/11 attack was an earth-shaking event in that its effects reverberated across the 

globe on a scale reminiscent of the fall of the Berlin Wall.  Bin Laden used the 9/11 

attack to provoke an American administration led by two Texas oil millionaires devoted 

to the interests of Big Oil.  Predictably, the 9/11 attack instigated the Bush 

Administration to launch a military crusade to secure the Middle East's underground oil 

reserves (from the center of the earth).  This oil fuels the modern combustion (fire) 

economy that shakes the earth with trillions of combustion engine micro-explosions 

every day.  America's two foremost oil millionaires attempted to secure this fiery earth-
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shaking energy source by using the earth-shaking fire of America's military colossus.  

The result of the 9/11 attack was a fiery, earth-shaking American world war to control 

the world's oil supplies 

The two rocks of the Twin Towers have been the symbol of America's tireless 

pursuit of economic world domination that has for a long time made war across the 

world.  Equally, the phrase "two rocks" could refer to the economic and military colossus 

of America represented by the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, the two targets 

attacked on 9/11.  The force represented by these two rocks has guided America's warlike 

history, from the imperialism of America's wars of westward expansion, to the aggressive 

Spanish-American War, to America's repeated invasions of Panama, to her economic 

interests in WWI and WWII, to America's support of the repressive Iranian Shah, to 

America's support of Saddam Hussein's preemptive WMD war with the Islamic Republic 

of Iran, to America's first Gulf War, to America's No-Fly Zone War and the Invasion of 

Iraq, to name some of the most prominent examples.  Through this long history of 

provocative warfare for economic gain, America has generated the global indignation Bin 

Laden nefariously used to justify destroying the two towers.  The destruction of the Twin 

Towers, in turn, inspired the United States to launch Bush's world war on terrorism, yet 

another protracted war on behalf of these two rocks.   

Beyond referring to the Twin Towers (or the World Trade Center and the 

Pentagon), the term "two rocks" can refer to the two Cold War superpowers.  The 

bedrocks of global power for fifty years, America and the Soviet Union had for a long 

time made war in a contest for world domination that threatened a global nuclear 

holocaust and created the apocalyptic terrorist cult Al Qaeda from the Cold War front in 
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1980's Afghanistan.  The American-Soviet Cold War generated earth-shaking fire from 

the center of the earth, both in terms of the vast nuclear arsenal of uranium ore weapons 

created during the Cold War and the apocalyptic potential of Al Qaeda that spawned from 

the deep Afghan caves in the twilight of the Cold War.  The fall of one of these 

superpower rocks, the Soviet Union, inspired Bin Laden to subsequently topple the other 

rock, America, as certainly as the collapse of the South Tower catalyzed the collapse of 

the North Tower.  With his poetic descriptions, Nostradamus precisely describes the end 

of the two superpower rocks' Cold War and the generation of Bin Laden's ongoing world 

war. 

Equally, the two rocks can also symbolize America and Israel, the respective 

dominant powers of the West and the Middle East.  Since the onset of the Cold War, the 

joint American-Israeli alliance has for a long time made war in the Middle East to 

secure Israel's existence and expansion, as well as oil supplies (the earth-shaking-fire 

from the center of the earth).  In the past, the American-Israeli war targeted the 

conventional Arab armies of the Middle East, and currently this war targets Islamic 

terrorists from the Middle East.  Both this past war and the current war of these two 

tightly allied rocks have inflamed global outrage at American-Israeli imperialism and 

empowered Bin Laden with the army he used to destroy the two rocks of the Twin 

Towers.   

Out of the long war of the two rocks, be they the Twin Towers, the Cold War 

superpowers, or the American-Israeli alliance, Nostradamus' third antichrist was born to 

then begin a whole new era of bloody global violence (to color a new river red).  The 

name "Arethusa" nominally refers to a classical Greek goddess whose story closely 
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parallels that of Bin Laden's empire.  Like Al Qaeda she was a huntress, that is, she lived 

to be a mass murderer of other life forms.  Arethusa detested love, qualifying her as a 

hate-filled entity like the Al Qaeda empire.  One fateful day Arethusa met a god-like 

entity that became obsessed with her.  The moment that the god-like entity first became 

love-struck with Arethusa is analogous to the 9/11 attack described in this Nostradamus 

prophecy, an operation that the plotters designated with the codename "the Big 

Wedding"26.  Al Qaeda conceived an unholy wedding with America on that fateful day, 

irrevocably establishing itself as a shadow empire to America that became America's 

obsession.  Arethusa fled and hid from the god-like entity that earnestly pursued her, 

much as Al Qaeda flees and hides from the superpower America that earnestly pursues 

these killers.  The god-like entity is motivated to pursue Arethusa out of love, as America 

is motivated to pursue Al Qaeda out of love for the Americans and the American security 

that these killers threaten.  By pursuing Arethusa, the god-like entity forced the huntress 

to elude him by becoming invisible and traveling underground, much as America has 

destroyed Al Qaeda's state-sponsorship and forced the empire underground.  As a result, 

Al Qaeda is now invisible, much harder to catch and definitely immune to nuclear 

counterattack.  Nostradamus' reference to Arethusa turning a river red nominally alludes 

to Arethusa's magical evasive ability to turn into a liquid and blend into water, implying 

that her natural color is red.  Al Qaeda's color is red, the traditional color of bloody 

vengeance, and the color that the 9/11 hijackers prominently displayed as head bandanas 

during the 9/11 hijackings27.  Despite Arethusa's skillful elusiveness, the god-like entity 

never relents in his pursuit of her, just as America will never relent in its post-9/11 

pursuit of Al Qaeda.  Nostradamus' classical allusion to the Greek myth of Arethusa aptly 
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describes the nature of Bin Laden and his relationship with America that was founded on 

the 9/11 attack. 

The name "Arethusa" also is an anagram for the third antichrist Usama, the 

mastermind of the 9/11 attack identified in 9q17 and 10q72.  Rearranging the letters of 

the name "Arethusa" and substituting one letter, "h", with "m", as permitted by 

Nostradamus' system of anagrams28, reveals "Usama tre" or "Usama the third".  In the 

context of Nostradamus' other prophecies on 9/11, this prophecy refers to Usama as the 

third one or the third antichrist.  The name of Nostradamus' second antichrist, Hitler, has 

been traditionally arrived deciphered in Nostradamus' prophecies by precisely the same 

anagram technique of substituting one letter in the name of an anagram referring to the 

man.  The name Hister, a classical allusion to Hitler's birthplace on the Danube River, 

becomes Hitler using this technique (in 2q24 and 5q29, two prophecies that very 

accurately describe Hitler and his war).  Nostradamus hits a prophetic bull's-eye in 1q87, 

revealing the name of the man who orchestrated the 9/11 attack in the context of a 

detailed description of the earth-shaking event. 

In response to the new world war of the two rocks, the 9/11 war, the third 

antichrist Usama retaliates with an orgy of mass murder.  The line "then Arethusa will 

color a new river red" figuratively describes the bloody results of Bin Laden's retaliation 

to the perennial war of the two rocks, be it Al Qaeda's post-Cold War terrorist campaign, 

the unprecedented increase in Al Qaeda attacks globally since the onset of America's War 

on Terror or future attacks.  In particular, the 9/11 attack described 1q87 represented a 

new direction in global terrorism, the first successful major foreign terrorist attack on the 
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American homeland.  In sight of the famous Hudson River, Bin Laden launched his most 

bloody assault on the victorious belligerent of the Cold War.   

A battle over a red river in the context of the Western-Islamic conflict harkens to 

one of the most famous modern battles between the West and Islam, the Suez Canal crisis 

in the Red Sea region.  The Suez Canal is a man-made river connecting the domain of the 

traditionally European-dominated Mediterranean and the traditionally Muslim-dominated 

Red Sea, a vivid symbol of the territorial clash between the two cultures.  At the onset of 

the Cold War, the new Israeli-Palestinian conflict and the increasing importance of 

Middle Eastern oil catalyzed a brewing conflict between the West and Islam over control 

of the vital Suez Canal trade route.  A Western coalition of England, France and Israel 

invaded Egypt to seize control of the canal and oust the anti-Israeli Egyptian regime in 

1957.  This conspicuous attempt at Western colonialism in the Middle East failed 

miserably.  The results of this much heralded Muslim victory over the West, particularly 

in the context of the America-Israeli alliance of the Cold War in the Middle East, was an 

increase in America's unilateral support for Israel and a rejuvenation of Muslim 

confidence in thwarting the perceived modern Western crusade.  Additionally, the 

Muslim outrage at this aggressive military invasion by the West fueled support for the 

brewing Islamic holy war against the West.  The battles on the Suez Canal during this 

crisis sunk many vessels and killed many men, turning the river red figuratively if not 

literally, an assault Islamic extremists use as a rallying call to this day.  This pivotal battle 

in the long war of the two rocks, be they the Twin Towers representing American global 

economic pursuits, the Cold War superpowers or the American-Israeli alliance against 

Islam, set the stage for Bin Laden's 9/11 attack described in this prophecy. 
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 Nostradamus allusion to the Red Sea conflict of the Suez Canal Crisis in the 

context of Arethusa coloring a new river red indicates that Bin Laden has or will 

attempt another major Islamic victory over the West, be it the successful 9/11 attack so 

vividly described or a future attack.  Interestingly, the famous Suez Canal crisis was 

resolved in the year Usama bin Laden was born, 1957.  Nostradamus' allusion to this 

conflict therefore dates the birth of his third antichrist who commits the 9/11 attack.  

While not personally involved in the Suez Canal Crisis, Bin Laden did second this 

Islamic victory when he launched a successful millennial attack on the waters of the Red 

Sea region.  Signaling the advent of the millennial antichrist, Nostradamus' Arethusa 

bombed the USS Destroyer Cole in the port of Aden, which intersects the Suez Canal-

Red Sea Route.  This 2000 attack represented a bloodying of these Islamic waters and 

identified Bin Laden as the millennial Destroyer of Revelation 9:11 who was reclaiming 

this territory for his Islamic empire (see "Appendix B: The Story of Revelation 9:11" for 

a detailed analysis of this biblical prophecy about Bin Laden's 9/11 attack).  Bin Laden's 

vengeful retaliation to the Western crusade in the Middle East, symbolized by the 1956-

57 quarrel over control of the Red Sea, climaxed with the 9/11 attack so accurately 

predicted by Nostradamus.  

 The date most explicitly revealed by the prophecy 1q87 is 1987.  1987 was a 

pivotal year in the defining events leading up to Al Qaeda's 9/11 attack described in this 

prophecy.  Al Qaeda was created and christened in 1987 in Bin Laden's Afghan base 

camp following the beginning of the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan29.  In 1987 

humanity also witnessed the first Palestinian uprising (intifada) against Israeli 

occupation, the first foundation for Al Qaeda's primary war justification.   Al Qaeda 
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would foment this uprising, which began anew during the millennium, by taking the war 

to the supposed foundation of Israeli power in the American economic and military 

might represented by the "two rocks" of the World Trade Center and the Pentagon.   

Also in 1987, the critical precursor to the Bush II Administration, Bush Sr.'s 

presidency, began its procession to fruition when Bush I announced his presidential 

candidacy.  The successful election of Bush I was the critical foundation for Bush II's 

presidency, whose colossal underestimation of Al Qaeda enabled the 9/11 attack and 

who thereafter would become Al Qaeda's most valuable asset in demonizing America in 

world opinion in prelude to Bin Laden's future nuclear war.  Bush I's campaign largely 

owed its success to his participation in the wildly popular Reagan/Bush Administration 

and its victory in the Cold War, a fact that became apparent in 1987 with the beginning 

of the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan and the Soviet policy of integration with 

America's Western culture (Glasnost).  This year marked the onset of the cultural and 

military disintegration of the Soviet Union that initiated its collapse.  The global power 

vacuum formed in 1987 by the onset of the collapse of the Soviet Union would be filled 

overtly by America and covertly by Al Qaeda, the two key belligerents of the current 

world war.   

This year also marked the end of the Cold War nuclear arms race when America 

and the Soviet Union signed the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty, an 

unprecedented halt to the superpowers' nuclear proliferation through the first elimination 

of an entire class of nuclear weapons and the first in-depth verification program for a 

nuclear arms treaty.  As a stateless empire immune to nuclear counterattack, particularly 

after the 2001 fall of its sole state sponsorship, Al Qaeda has filled the void left by the 
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Soviet Union's withdrawal from the global nuclear conflict.  1987 signaled the passing of 

the nuclear torch from a defeated Cold War belligerent to the newly created Al Qaeda, 

which would most likely acquire its future nuclear arsenal from the vast USSR 

stockpiles.  Considering Bin Laden's strategic genius, it was likely his acquisition of this 

vast nuclear arsenal that finally emboldened him to provoke America into the world war 

with the 9/11 attack, which Nostradamus so accurately and precisely described. 
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5.  

Post-9/11 Events 

 

Beyond the 9/11 attack, Nostradamus accurately describes major successive 

developments of his third antichrist's world war.  Since the 9/11 attack, America's most 

reliable ally in Bush's War on Terror has been England.  Nostradamus describes this 

critical alliance against the final antichrist involving the deferment of the British head of 

state to American power, and the catastrophic results for England that result.   

 10q66 - The chief of London through the rule of America, 

 Will burden England with a cold thing: 

 Roy Reb will have so false an Antichrist, 

 As to bring them all into the conflict. 

This prophecy describes the subordination of England to a foreign power.  The quatrain 

number 10q66 explicitly harkens to the date 1066, the last time England was successfully 

invaded and conquered.  Following 9/11, Prime Minister Tony Blair, the chief of 

London, was pressured through the rule of America to burden England with an 

alliance led by a reckless world leader, President George Bush.  Just as England was 

conquered a millennium ago, England was conquered in the opening year of the third 

millennium when President Bush hijacked the British government and forced England 

into collusion with his criminal post-9/11 attacks.   

By cooling and eventual freezing America's friendly international relations (a 

cold thing), President Bush has placed a burden on England through its American 
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alliance.  This diplomatic disaster has recast England as a magnet for a tidal wave of anti-

American sentiment that will descend on England in the form of catastrophic terrorist 

attacks and the subjugation of England to Al Qaeda's will.  Considering that the soft 

power of friendly global relations is the critical factor in eliminating the Al Qaeda 

movement and fortifying American and British security, the destruction of this power-

base by Bush's alienation of the international community is the most important feature of 

the current American-Anglo alliance in Bush's War on Terror. 

The enigmatic name "Roy Reb" signifies President Bush Jr., who is confronted 

with "so false an Antichrist" as Bin Laden.  The word "Roy" is Nostradamus' native Old 

French/French for the title "King", and the word "Reb" is an abbreviation both for the 

Old French/French word "Rebelle" and the English word "Rebel".  The epithet "King 

Rebel", or "the rebel King", aptly describes the rebellious President George Bush.  

Harkening to the King of 9q17 (see above), this title accurately describes the 

controversial ascendancy of the superpower's leader who owes his presidency primarily 

to inheritance.  Having lived a notoriously rebellious youth, including infamous partying 

exploits, a number of drinking and driving citations and cocaine abuse, George Bush 

eventually grew up to be an American president who rebelled from the international 

community.  Withdrawing America from a plethora of international treaties, such as the 

Kyoto Pact, the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty and 

the World Court, President George W. Bush, culminated his rebellion from the 

international community when he abandoned the will of the United Nations and the 

majority of the world opinion by invading Iraq in the face of the largest global protest in 

history.  Bush's rebellious actions have unwittingly played into the master scheme of the 
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third Antichrist by demonizing the United States in world opinion as a rich, arrogant and 

apathetic rebel empire.  By portraying America as an international outlaw, Bush has 

virtually assured America's eternal vilification as a Great Satan empire.   

A primary motivation for Bush's rebellion from the international community has 

been his unspoken belief that he is the millennial Messiah of the Apocalypse.  An 

evangelical Christian who arose to the throne of the world's only superpower precisely at 

the turn of the millennium, Bush has publicly revealed the influence of his evangelical 

faith on his policies more than any other American president.  In particular, Bush has 

framed himself as the leader of a war to "eradicate evil in the world", an ambition of 

unprecedented proportions that vividly harkens to the war of the Messiah of the 

Apocalypse, a long-awaited man who figures most prominently in the evangelical 

Christian faith.  The Messiah is described biblically as the King of the Jews, their Lord 

Protector, a role Bush has unabashedly assumed with his withdrawal of American 

mediation in the Middle East and unequivocal support for the Israeli government in its 

war against the Palestinians.  Interestingly, Nostradamus' epithet "Roy Reb" can also 

translate as "the King Rabbi", or "the King of the Jews", since "Reb" is a Yiddish word 

for the title of Rabbi.  Nostradamus, who was a Jew well studied in Jewish texts, used the 

double meaning behind this epithet for President Bush to describe the evangelical 

Christian Messiah Pretender whose rebellious foreign policy would convince the world 

community of the veracity of Bin Laden's indictment of America as a Great Satan empire. 

The effect of Bush's Messiah Pretension has been to mask the identity of the most 

abominable villain in the current world war.  Bin Laden has been so false an Antichrist 

by cunningly instigating a world war in order to fulfill his covert ambition of portraying 
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to the world the Messiah of the Apocalypse who destroys the Great Satan.  Nostradamus' 

most false Antichrist has attempted to accomplish this goal by launching the 9/11 attack 

primarily to provoke Bush into demonizing America with an outlandish, globally 

destabilizing retaliation4.  Instead of declaring his belligerent intentions outright, Bin 

Laden has guilefully revealed the scope of his world war gradually to humanity.  As is 

evident now through the benefit of history's eye, Bin Laden has intended since founding 

Al Qaeda to bring them all into the conflict, to start a world war that would involve 

America, England and the rest of the world.  Bin Laden first overtly targeted the 

American presence in Saudi Arabia, then expanded his terrorist campaign to target the 

American empire abroad, then the American homeland, then the homelands and global 

presence of America's allies, all the while concealing his direction of terrorist attacks in 

Muslim lands and neighboring countries such as Pakistan-India, Chechnya-Russia, the 

Philippines, Indonesia and post-Saddam Iraq.  Only many years after the fact did Bin 

Laden reveal his involvement in such terrorist attacks as the 1983 bombing of the U.S. 

Marine Barracks in Lebanon, the first World Trade Center bombing and the 1993 attack 

on American forces in Somalia.  Since the Iraq invasion, Bin Laden has particularly 

revealed his intention to dominate Europe, including Tony Blair's England, with a reign 

of terror that he had been planning for at least a decade. 

The index number, 10q66, of this prophecy about England's cataclysmic 

deferment to American power reveals the two critical dates of Bin Laden's rise to power.  

The upside-down image of the number, read 99 and 01, reveals the respective dates of the 

initiation and the execution of the 9/11 attack, 1999 (see 10q72 explanation, above) and 

                                                
4 An assertion supported by The 9/11 Commission Report, electronic version (Microsoft Reader format), 
p.502. 
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2001.  Most importantly for England, this index number reveals the date, 2001 when the 

chief of England formed his alliance with America in Bush's War on Terror.  As a result 

of this alliance, British Prime Minister Tony Blair now teeters on the verge of political 

disaster because of the widespread condemnation of Bush's outlandish 9/11 retaliation 

that the British public shares with the international community.  Most ominously, 

England itself now lurches on the brink of a devastating Al Qaeda terrorist campaign 

because of the nation's support for the Bush war, most glaringly the criminal invasion of 

Iraq. 

Nostradamus, living centuries after the end of the Crusades of the Middle Ages, 

described a future crusade centered in modern-day Iraq. 

3q61 - The great host and sect of the crusaders, 

  Will be massed in Mesopotamia. 

Two days after 9/11, the evangelical Christian President Bush described his post-9/11 

War on Terror, the highlight of which has been his preemptive invasion of Iraq (the 

ancient land of Mesopotamia), as a "crusade" against Islamic terrorists.   Harkening to 

the abhorred preemptive Christian invasion of the Middle East, Bush then proceeded to 

launch a preemptive invasion of the Middle East with a predominantly Christian army.  

In fact, Bush's great superpower army is the largest Christian army ever to fight in the 

Middle East.  Much like the Crusades, Bush's crusade represented a multi-generational 

besiegement of the Middle East that began under the presidency of his father with 

America's first Gulf War, continued with America's No-Fly Zone War against Iraq and 

climaxed with Bush's total invasion.  The sustained American war against Iraq has caused 
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hundreds of thousands of deaths, unprecedented Iraqi casualties that mirror the 

unprecedented carnage of the Crusades.   

The index number of the prophecy, 3q61, appears to offer two critical dates in 

America's "crusade" in Iraq.  Most prominently, the "3" indicates the 3rd month of the 3rd 

year of the 3rd millennium, March 2003, the month of the Iraq invasion.  The upside-

down image of the number "61" is "19", revealing the date 3/19, the day Bush's invasion 

of Iraq began.  The digits of the index number "61" become 91 when rotated upside-

down, the date of America's first Gulf War against Iraq.  This is a fitting disguise for this 

date considering that Bush's 2003 invasion represented a 180-degree reversal of 

America's policy of containing Saddam that was established by his father in 1991.  Much 

of the world, especially Muslims, views Bush's crusade in the Middle East as an 

aggressive Christian holy war against Muslims in their holiest land. 

Nostradamus elaborates on his description of this unprecedented Christian holy 

war in modern-day Iraq with a depiction of his great King of Terror of 10q72 using Iraq 

as a launch pad for his terrible designs.   

 2q30 - One who the infernal gods of Hannibal, 

will cause to be reborn, terror to all mankind: 

 Never more horror nor the newspapers tell of worse in the past, 

 Then will come to the Italians through Babel. 

Nostradamus describes the final antichrist's unprecedented global reign of terror (terror 

to all mankind: Never more horror nor the newspapers tell of worse in the past) 

from a base in Iraq (Babel).  Describing this man as a product of "infernal gods", 
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Nostradamus harkens to the "infernal final antichrist" of the nuclear age (see 

Nostradamus' Epistle to Henry II, verse 208, below).   

Nostradamus refers to Bin Laden by the epithet "one who the infernal gods of 

Hannibal cause to be reborn", a phrase that indicates his third antichrist's birth region, 

chief combat region, race and religion.  Nostradamus likens the Arab Muslim Bin Laden 

to the famous super-general Hannibal of Carthage, a Philistine people whose descendants 

are Arab Muslims.  The Carthaginian Empire included Bin Laden's homeland, the 

Arabian Peninsula, the central focus of Bin Laden's holy war, as well as North Africa, 

another main theatre of Bin Laden's war from where he first established his international 

terrorist empire from 1992-1996.  Hannibal was the champion of Philistine Carthage in 

its perennial battle against Western civilization as represented by ancient Rome (modern 

day Italy).  Nostradamus' description of this man as an all-powerful general who 

terrorizes the world aptly reveals Bin Laden's openly declared goal to bring a final 

resolution to the ancient conflict between the Arabs and the West.   

Nostradamus describes this terrorist-general using the land of ancient Babel, 

modern-day Iraq, as a staging ground for his terrorist war.  Bin Laden's actions before 

and after the American invasion of Iraq indicate that this event was crucial to his holy 

war.  In each of his three most unprecedented terrorist attacks on America since the Gulf 

War, the first World Trade Center bombing in 1993, the 1998 African embassy bombings 

and the 9/11 attack, Bin Laden timed and orchestrated the attacks in such a way as to 

indicate an alliance with Iraq30.  For example, the 1993 attempt to destroy the Twin 

Towers was executed on the anniversary of Saddam's 1991 Gulf War defeat.  An Al 

Qaeda cell that consisted partly of Iraqi agents, the members of which made numerous 
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phone calls to Iraq, orchestrated the bombing.  Since 1993, which is also the year of the 

first known attempt by Al Qaeda to obtain nuclear weapons, it has been clear that an 

American invasion of Iraq was central to Bin Laden's plan for a nuclear holocaust.   

In response to the American invasion of Iraq, Al Qaeda called for Muslim 

retaliation against America and followed this call by an unprecedented increase in the 

frequency of Al Qaeda attacks in the month after the Iraq war ended, including massive 

multiple car bombings in Saudi Arabia, Morocco and Chechnya.   Al Qaeda has since 

used the Western occupation of Iraq to justify the beginning of its attacks on Europe, 

beginning with the infamous Madrid Train bombings.  Notably, Al Qaeda used its Iraqi 

branch to direct the execution of this attack31.  Since the Spain bombings, Al Qaeda has 

repeatedly threatened every major European ally of America in the Iraq occupation with 

large-scale attacks, notably singling out Italy for an impending terrorist campaign32.  

Already, in the most deadly single attack on coalition troops inside Iraq, Al Qaeda's Iraqi 

branch killed nineteen Italian servicemen in a November 2003 bombing, the deadliest 

attack on Italian troops since WWII.  An unprecedented Al Qaeda attack on Italians 

inside Italy, consistent with Al Qaeda's current targeting of Europe, would complete this 

Nostradamus prophecy.  As Nostradamus identifies in this prophecy, Iraq is today the 

central battlefield of the war on terror from where Al Qaeda will expand its global 

terrorist campaign to new heights.   

The reverse of this prophecy's index number 2q30, read 03q2, reveals the decisive 

month in America's preparation for the invasion of Iraq, 2003 February.  In February 

2003, Colin Powell's infamous speech to the United Nations Security Council failed to 

win United Nations support for the Bush Administration's plan to invade Iraq, 
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committing America to a unilateral invasion of Iraq despite unprecedented international 

protest.  This public relations catastrophe provided Al Qaeda with the necessary pretext it 

has used to escalate its holy war in its breadth, to Europe, and in its depth, to a level of 

unprecedented destruction inside a single nation.  This event will allow Bin Laden, 

Nostradamus' second antichrist reborn, to foment the global holocaust that Hitler could 

not complete.  

 

Nostradamus' detailed description of the 9/11 War lends credence to his dire 

predictions of global apocalyptic destruction arising from the final antichrist's millennial 

world war.   Collectively, Nostradamus' prophecies about this war predict: 

• The details of Bin Laden's 9/11 plot, explicitly dating its inception in July 

1999, its execution in 2001, America's consequent entry into his world war 

on September 17, 2001, and the creation of Al Qaeda in 1987, 

• President Bush's scandalous millennial election and his colossal 

mismanagement of the war against Al Qaeda, 

• The name of the third antichrist, Usama, and the details of his global holy 

war, 

• The American-Anglo alliance against the third antichrist, and 

• The Western invasion of Iraq that has provided the third antichrist with a 

staging ground for his world war. 

Distinguishing himself as humanity's most preeminent prophet, with amazing precision 

Nostradamus dates and describes the current global conflict. 
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6.  

Linking 9/11 to Napoleon and Hitler 

 

The centerpiece of Nostradamus' prophecies is his detailed description of the three 

men he labeled "antichrists".  Each of the three men is described as a demonic world 

leader who foments a war of unprecedented death and destruction.  Through names, dates 

and descriptions of events, Nostradamus clearly identifies Napoleon Bonaparte, Adolf 

Hitler and Usama bin Laden5.  The prophet's titular designation of these three men 

accurately identifies each as a megalomaniac mass murderer who used an army of 

unprecedented power to conquer the world.  Furthermore, the name "antichrist" 

accurately portends that each man attempted to pose as an apocalyptic Christ-like figure 

who would unite humanity under his flag and recreate civilization into a utopia.  

Nostradamus' detailed descriptions of the three tyrants depict a thrice-repeated parallel 

history that combines to direct humanity towards the one true War of the Apocalypse.   

Beyond stating widely known facts about these three men, Nostradamus' 

prophecies reveal a highly enigmatic connection between his three antichrists.  One of the 

most explicit associations Nostradamus makes between Napoleon, Hitler and Bin Laden 

relates to the timing of their world wars.  In one of Nostradamus' prophecies he states that 

the wars of the three antichrists will be equally long, each lasting a period of 

approximately twenty-five years.   

                                                
5 While there is consensus among Nostradamus scholars about the identities of his first two antichrists (see 
Nostradamus: The Complete Prophecies by John Hogue) the identity of his final antichrist is, 
understandably, hotly debated today. 
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Epistle to Henry II 208-20933 - After that the Antichrist 

will be the infernal prince.  Again for the third and last 

time, all the Kingdoms of Christianity, and even those of 

the infidels, will tremble for the space of twenty-five years, 

and there will be more grievous wars and battles.  

Nostradamus clearly reveals that the war of the third antichrist will last "again for the 

third and last time . . . twenty-five years", stating unequivocally that the wars of the 

three antichrists will last the same length of time, approximately a quarter of a century.  

In another line of his prophecies Nostradamus specifies that the war of the third antichrist 

will last exactly twenty-seven years. 

8q77 - The third antichrist . . . Twenty-seven years his 

bloody war will last. 

Combining these clear statements from the Epistle prophecy and 8q77, it is reasonable to 

understand that Nostradamus is stating that the wars of the three antichrists will last 

exactly twenty-seven years.   

The careers of Napoleon, Hitler and Bin Laden each constituted one man's war to 

conquer the world.  Jointly supporting Nostradamus' prophecy about the length of each of 

the antichrists' wars, Nostradamus scholars widely agree that Napoleon and Hitler were 

Nostradamus' first two antichrists, and historians of the two men widely agree that 

Napoleon's and Hitler's career each lasted twenty-seven years (1789-1815 and 1919-

1945, respectively).  Nostradamus' unequivocal statement that the three antichrist's wars 

will last twenty-seven years is a most remarkable prophecy. 

CROSS REFERENCE THE WORLD-WAR PROVOCATEUR PHENOMENON 
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III. 

THE CONSENSUS OF ANCIENT PROPHETS 

 

7. 

Corroboration with Global Prophecy 

 

A wide range of ancient prophecy from around the world supports the implication 

of Nostradamus' prophecies that the modern millennial era is the age of the Apocalypse.  

The most heralded of humanity's ancient prophets have slated the Apocalypse to occur in 

the next few years, a forecast that has progressively neared fruition since the onset of the 

post-9/11 world war.  Over the past five thousand years, prophets from no less than five 

cultures, having no apparent connection with each other, have agreed that these are the 

last days of modern civilization.   

• Ancient Egyptian Prophecy in the Great Pyramid: The Final War of Purification 

will begin on September 17, 2001.  In fulfillment of this prophecy, on this day 

President Bush promulgated his post-9/11 national security doctrine in a three-

page top-secret document.  This presidential directive outlined Bush's plan for a 

world war on terror, beginning with an invasion of Afghanistan and continuing 

with an invasion of Iraq.  This national security directive reveals the most 
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unprecedented hallmark of the post-9/11 Bush doctrine, unilateralist preemptive 

war against nations without a terrorist association with Al Qaeda.  As a first step 

towards implementing this authorization for war with Afghanistan, on September 

17, 2001 the United States officially gave the Taliban the ultimatum to release Bin 

Laden to America's custody or face an American invasion.  Bush declared his 

world war on terror on the precise day predicted thousands of years of ago to be 

the day the final war would begin. 

• The Bible: The Final War of the Apocalypse will spiral out of a holy war between 

the newly created state of Israel and the Palestinians.  Iraq will be a staging area 

for this final war.  A primary instigator of this war will be a man identified in 

Revelation as the Destroyer of 9:11.  This verse of the final chapter of the bible 

describes the revelation of this man's identity to the world on the day he executes 

the first horror of the Apocalypse. 

• The Mayans: Civilization will end on December 21, 2012. 

• St. Malachy: According to this prophet's list of the future popes, after the current 

pope there will only be two more popes until the Final Judgment and the end of 

civilization.  

• The Hopi: The final sign that will occur to mark the beginning of the Apocalypse 

will be the falling to earth of a dwelling that had orbited the planet.  The only 

domiciles that have existed in orbit have been the space stations.  The space 

station MIR fell from its orbit in 2001, the year the world war on terror began. 
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Considering the stunning accuracy and corroboration of these ancient prophecies in 

dating the beginning of the War on Terror, logic demands that humanity understand and 

heed these warnings in order to avoid the annihilation of civilization.   

 

Ancient Egyptian Prophecy in the Great Pyramid 

 

The Great Pyramid at Giza is one of the world's most unexplained creations.  The 

building and design of the Pyramid reveals that an advanced ancient knowledge was 

behind its construction.  Although it is the oldest known structure on earth, it is 

nevertheless the largest stone building on the planet.  The precision of the placement of 

the mammoth stones relative to each other and the earth is astounding.  The Great 

Pyramid is a wondrous feat of engineering such that, even with today's technology, this 

building cannot be reconstructed.  Beyond its construction, the placement of the Great 

Pyramid and its measurements demonstrate a precise architectural alignment with the 

planet.  The Pyramid is located at the center of all the land area of the world, positioned 

precisely at the point where the longest land parallel and the longest land meridian 

intersect.  Equally fascinating, many of the measurements of the Great Pyramid equate 

precisely to the corresponding measurements of the earth.  For example, the sides of the 

Great Pyramid have an intentionally constructed concavity of a circle whose radius 

equals the radius of the earth.  The Great Pyramid is an ancient marvel of engineering and 

architecture that stands perennially as a testament to an unknown advanced knowledge 

base34. 
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Aside from the amazing architectural ingenuity and understanding of the Earth's 

physical dimensions, the Great Pyramid demonstrates an ancient knowledge of prophecy.  

The purpose of this structure has been a hotly debated question for ages because, unlike 

other ancient Egyptian pyramids, it contains neither a pharaoh's body nor a treasure room.  

While there is no conclusive evidence that the Great Pyramid served as a tomb, there is 

substantial evidence that this most extraordinary building had the most extraordinary 

purpose of preserving a detailed prophetic outline of humanity's future.  Within the inner 

passageways of the Great Pyramid, ancient Egyptians forecasted the future of humanity, a 

prophecy that slates the Final War to begin on September of 2001.  This date is arrived at 

by an analysis of the two mysterious main passageways within the pyramid.  By 

corresponding the ancient Egyptian unit of measurement, the pyramid-inch, to years, the 

geometry, stone type and stone design of these two tunnels appear to accurately predict 

the major events in human history.  Such events as the birth of Jesus, the Crusades, the 

American Declaration of Independence, WWI and WWII, the birth of the nuclear age and 

the onset of the Cold War all are pinpointed by date and significance.  The last day 

indicated in the Great Pyramid passageways is September 17, 2001.  This date is the most 

prominently represented date in the passageways, distinguished from the others by the 

anomalous placement of a strange granite marker at this position within the Pyramid.  

9/17/01 is the final date indicated before the entrance to the King's Chamber, a room 

referred to in ancient Egyptian texts by the apocalyptic title "the Room of the Purification 

of Nations"6.  Interpreted through apocalyptic lore, this date represents the Final 

                                                
6 6 Beyond Prophecies and Predictions by Moira Timms, 1994, p.121, 114-120, 122-124.  
Notably, this prediction about the onset of the Final War in September 2001 was published in this 
book seven years before the 9/11 attacks. 
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Purification through war that occurs right before humanity's entrance to the Promised 

Land, that is, God's Kingdom on earth.   

Amazingly, in 9q17 Nostradamus corroborates the ancient Egyptian Great 

Pyramid prophecy (discovered centuries after Nostradamus' time) that the War of the 

Apocalypse would begin on the millennial day of September 17th.   On this day, Bush 

promulgated his post-9/11 war plan.  This action included the effective declaration of war 

on Afghanistan and the beginning of Bush's doctrine of preemptive war through the 

initiation of his plan to invade Iraq in response to the 9/11 attack.  September 17, 2001 

marked the beginning of the War of the Apocalypse because of Bush's reckless escalation 

of the conflict that Bin Laden began six days earlier.  At least two distinctly different 

sources independently predicted this momentous event. 

 

The Bible 

 

Biblical prophecy concurs that these are the Last Days.  Most notably, a date for 

the holy war of the Apocalypse is explicitly given in Revelation 9:11.  This passage 

reveals the name of the king Destroyer of the Apocalypse, a presaged revelation that 

Revelation 9:12 refers to as "the first horror".  This revelatory event is the first 

cataclysmic attack that begins the Final War of the Antichrist, referred to in Revelation as 

the 9:11 Destroyer and the beast of Revelation 13:18, (see "Appendix A: 666" for a 

demonstration of how Osama bin Laden's name equates to the name of the beast of Rev 

13:18).  With unrivaled precision, the 9:11 Revelation passage prophesizes the 9/11 

attack, called the "first horror" of the Apocalypse, even pinpointing the day the Final War 
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begins and describing a monumentally horrific airborne attack that signals the global 

revelation of the identity of the Destroyer of civilization (see "Appendix B: The Story of 

Revelation 9:11").   

Other biblical prophecies identify two specific wars that converge into the War of 

the Apocalypse.  In Ezekiel 38:8, the author slates the age when the Israeli state is born to 

be in "the latter days" of civilization, a euphemism for the final days before the 

Apocalypse35.  In 1947-1948, the modern state of Israel was created, and, today, the 

current global conflict has mushroomed out of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.  The War 

of the Apocalypse is predicted to spawn from the concurrent eruption of an Israeli-

Palestinian war and an invasion of the land of ancient Babylon, modern day Iraq 

(Zechariah 12:3, Isaiah 11:11, Rev 9:12-19, Rev 17/18).  The ongoing Palestinian 

uprising against the Israeli occupation and the insurgent war against the American 

occupation of Iraq meet these two criteria.  The fruition of this prophecy in the current 

millennial age establishes today as a possible time for the Apocalypse. 

Interestingly, both the modern state of Israel and the nuclear age began at the 

same time as a reaction to the Nazi empire.  Israel was created from the Jewish Diaspora 

after Hitler's Holocaust, and the American atomic bomb was created because of fears of 

the Nazi atomic bomb program.  Like Israel, the advent of the nuclear age created the 

prerequisite for the Apocalypse, described throughout the bible as a global war that 

involves the fiery destruction of civilization by stars that fall from the sky (Revelation 

9:11-9:19, see also 12:4, 13:13).  The vast nuclear arsenal of artificial star bombs 

attached to intercontinental ballistic missiles throughout the world today is the only 

weapon in human history that could cause this kind of global fiery destruction.  The 
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proliferation of nuclear weapons to Islamic terrorists, particularly Al Qaeda via the 

Russian black market, threatens to spark this fiery Final War from the ongoing Israeli-

Palestinian and Iraqi conflicts.  The current global situation, including the Israeli-

Palestinian war, the American occupation of Iraq and the 9/11 attack, fulfills these 

biblical prophecies and so pinpoints today as the time of the Apocalypse. 

 

The Mayans 

 

The dead civilization of the Maya used their mastery of astrology to predict the 

transition to a new age on December 21, 2012.  In corroboration with the prophecies of 

many other Native American peoples, the Mayan's believed humanity goes through a 

period of cataclysmic destruction and rebirth every 26,000 years.  The Mayans further 

maintain that the climax of this momentous age occurs on a winter solstice of a very 

particular astrological alignment.  On this day, the sun will be in precise alignment with 

the center of the galaxy.  This alignment will create an awesome celestial event known as 

the Birth Canal of Cosmic Mother.  This event, which is projected to occur on December 

21, 2012, symbolizes humanity's rebirth and evolution to a higher plain of existence36.   

Interestingly, the bible appears to support this Mayan assertion about the 

importance of the year 2012.  The climax of the biblical story of the Apocalypse is the 

Final Judgment, a day of purification by destruction that coincides with humanity's 

entrance to the Promised Land.  If any one date were to be prophesized by the bible, it 

would likely be the final climactic stage of the war.  Revelation 20:12 is a unique verse in 

Revelation that singularly describes the Final Judgment and destruction of civilization.  
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In much the same way that Revelation 9:11 dates the 9/11 attack, Revelation 20:12 dates 

the Final Judgment of the Apocalypse, in tandem with Mayan prophecy, to be 2012.     

 

St. Malachy 

 

The twelfth century Irish monk St. Malachy prophesized a list of the future 

Catholic popes that counts only two more popes until Armageddon, confirming the 

Apocalypse timeframe pinpointed by other ancient prophecies.  Using epithets for the 

popes' names, St. Malachy made startlingly accurate predictions about the lives of many 

of the popes of the past seven hundred years.  John Paul II is called The Labor of the Sun, 

perhaps reflecting the persistent laboring of the most-traveled pope in history to foster 

global peace and stave off looming Armageddon by the man-made suns of the nuclear 

age.  The pope following John Paul II is called the Olive Branch, perhaps reflecting this 

future pope's desperate overtures for peace after the labor of the sun is lost in a major 

nuclear exchange.  The final pope, named Peter, presides during the Final Judgment of 

the Apocalypse, an event that the current global conflict alone suggests could be 

imminent37.  The frailty of the current pope and the ongoing serious threats to Rome and 

Vatican City by Al Qaeda suggest that the rapid succession of two more popes and the 

fulfillment of this Apocalypse prophecy are quite possible. 
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The Hopi 

 

Since the arrival of white men in the Americas, the Hopi Native Americans have 

forecasted certain signs that will lead up to the Apocalypse.  The Hopi prophecy 

maintained that one pivotal sign marking the onset of the End Days would be the 

appearance of a spectacular blue star in the night sky38.  In 1987, a blue star appeared in 

the sky when an extremely rare, previously unknown blue supernova occurred.  Widely 

reported in the top headlines of newspapers worldwide, this was the brightest supernova 

observed in four centuries.  1987 was a year prominently predicted as the beginning of 

the End Days of this civilization by other cultures, including Nostradamus in his 1q87 

prophecy (see above), the ancient Egyptian prophetic timeline inside the Great Pyramid 

and the Mayan calendar prophecy39.    

  A historical analysis reveals that this widely corroborated year initiated the age 

of the End Days.  The year 1987 marked the transition from the Soviet Cold War against 

America to Bin Laden's global holy war against America, as revealed by the beginning of 

the collapse of the Soviet Union and the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan.  After the 

initiation of the Soviet withdrawal, in 1987 Bin Laden created Al Qaeda to wage a global 

holy war against Israel and its source of sponsorship in America.  Additionally, 1987 

marked the beginning of the Palestinians' first Islamic uprising against the Israelis, the 

first cornerstone of Al Qaeda's justification for holy war against America.  As has been 

witnessed at the onset of the new millennium, the spawning of Bin Laden's global Islamic 

holy war in the Afghan wasteland of the Cold War in 1987 led directly to the apocalyptic 

war predicted by numerous ancient prophets. 
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After the appearance of the blue star in 1987, the final sign of the Apocalypse 

predicted by the Hopi was the falling to the surface of a human abode that had orbited the 

earth40.  The 2001 destruction of the space station MIR (which means "peace" in Russian) 

in the year the world war on terror began, targets today to be the end to the nuclear peace 

of the Cold War and the beginning of the Apocalypse predicted by the Hopi.   

In addition to these specific signs, the Hopi, in concurrence with most 

Apocalyptic literature, foresaw the prelude to the Final Destruction of this world by fire 

as a time of great disturbances, both climatic and civil, including hurricanes, famines and 

wars.  In the current millennial age, the onset of a world war and the increase in 

hurricanes, floods and droughts41 has created this very unstable climate of Armageddon.   
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8.  

Conclusion 

 

The prophecies of the ancient Egyptians, the Bible, the Mayans, St. Malachy, and 

the Hopi agree with the preeminent predictions of Nostradamus that this is modern 

civilization's last decade.  Collectively, these prophecies predicted the creation of Al 

Qaeda and the seeding of its puppet American administration in 1987, the initiation of the 

millennial plot to provoke World War III by the "great King of Terror" in July of 1999, 

the revelation of the Destroyer of Revelation 9:11 and his puppet American president in 

the year 2000, the inception of the Final War with the execution of the 9/11 attack in 

September of 2001, the beginning of Bush's War on Terror on September 17, 2001, and 

the concurrent eruption of an Israeli-Palestinian war and an invasion of Iraq.  These 

amazingly accurate global prophecies further predict the rapid succession of two more 

popes and an imminent global nuclear war that leads to the total destruction of modern 

civilization by Dec. 21, 2012.  

Global recognition of the nature of the threat of Nostradamus' Antichrist could 

allow humanity to make the necessary course corrections to thwart his demonic plan to 

conquer the world and portray himself as the Messiah of the Apocalypse.  Most urgently, 

civilization must heed the authoritative prophecies about a Western invasion of Iraq that 

would set the staging ground for the climax of the third Antichrist's global reign of terror.  

Bush's invasion of Iraq has provided Bin Laden with a choice battleground for his holy 

war by which he has expanded his influence and his global terrorist campaign.  Bin 

Laden's designs can only be thwarted by removing the issue of Iraq as a rallying call for 
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Al Qaeda.  More generally, Bin Laden's movement can only be defeated if Al Qaeda is 

effectively demonized in world opinion and its nemesis, America, is effectively glorified 

as a generous and miraculous benefactor of civilization. 

 Regardless of the American administration's success in this effort, there is great 

reason to rejoice.  Beside all the terrible predictions about the Age of the Apocalypse, 

there is the most widely anticipated aspect of this pivotal era: humanity's entrance into 

the Promised Land.  After the purification of this world by a fiery Final War, humanity 

will be delivered into a world of perpetual paradise.  The evil deeds of Nostradamus' 

Antichrist, although intended to merely exalt Bin Laden as the king of humanity, have the 

unintended paradoxical consequence of finally convincing humanity of the fallacy of 

warfare and violence.  Revulsion of the Antichrist and his war will instill humanity with a 

lasting desire for peace and harmony that coalesces in a new stage of global 

enlightenment.   

The fruition of these prophecies of the Apocalypse will convince a beleaguered 

humanity, longing for the comfort of God's cradle, that God is truly in total control of the 

universe.  Accepting the fact of predestination, humanity will forsake its ancient quest to 

dominate the world in exchange for a return to communion with God.  This will be an 

existence of indescribable joy and excitement, a utopia in our minds.  All our past 

sufferings will be well worth the future that God has destined for us all.  In the end, there 

is nothing to fear about Bin Laden and the Apocalypse.  These evil agents are merely the 

bristling fibers of the doormat to God's paradise on earth.  We can go there now, if we 

choose, and forget all worries forever.  Ultimately, our arrival in God's Kingdom is 

inevitable.  It was written. 
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Appendix A  

666 

 

A Traditional Approach to Deciphering the 666 Code 
 
 

The most famous prophecy about the Antichrist of the Apocalypse concerns the 

symbol "666".  Revelation 13:18 offers a clue to the name of this man who is predicted to 

start a world war that kills two-thirds of humanity.  St. John reveals the mark of this 

abominable beast to be "666".  The mark, three sequential sixes, represents the number 

that stands for the beast's name.  St. John phrases the passage as a riddle and implies that 

the way in which the mark equates to the beast's name will not be immediately obvious.  

The traditional approach to solving Rev 13:18 uses classical numerology, which assigns 

values to letters according to placement in the alphabet (A=1, B=2, Z=26).  The number 

of the beast is calculated by summing the letters of this man's name.  

As a person's name can vary from one language to the next, the search for the 

identity of the beast of Rev 13:18 must be narrowed to one language. Although 

Revelation was originally written in ancient Greek or Hebrew, the language to be used in 

the 666 calculation is not necessarily either of these languages, particularly considering 

that this is a prophecy to be decoded by humanity at the time of the Apocalypse7.  As a 

                                                
7 Some researchers have maintained that the story of the beast of Rev 13:18 was merely intended to serve 
as a nebulous satire of the Roman Emperor Nero. According to these researchers, 666 is a code for the 
name of this Roman Emperor.  Even if this hotly disputed theory is true, the notion of biblical 
prefigurement states that biblical events that occurred in ancient times can be repeated in a new context in 
the modern age.  Therefore, the 666 prophecy could apply both to the Roman Emperor Nero and to a new 
demonic world leader.  Certainly, the fulfillment of the prophecy of Rev 9:11 and the absence in ancient 
times of many of the events described in Revelation suggest that this biblical book was not intended to 
exclusively describe the happenings of antiquity. 
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message to all of humanity today, the solution to the mark of the beast would best use the 

language of the dominant culture, English.  As a warning about the threat of the beast, the 

message is most pertinent to the people this man has targeted for destruction.  Bin Laden 

has above all targeted the English-speaking Western world for destruction.  As a 

revelation of the final king, the 666 calculation uses the language of the greatest kings of 

the earth, the Western world led by America.   

Accepting English as the decoded language, we must now choose a formula to 

solve the mark of the beast.  Approaching Rev 13:18 as a riddle, we can discount the 

obvious solution and look for a clue to the true solution in the passage.  Positing that Rev 

13:18 contains within it the equation to be used to calculate the value of the beast's name, 

one obvious place to investigate is the phrase "Mark of Beast".  Equating this name to the 

value 666 reveals a simple formula. 

 M   A   R   K    O   F    B   E  A   S   T 

(13+1+18+11+15+6+2+5+1+19+20)x6 = (111)x6 = 666 

This clue to the solution of Rev 13:18 suggests that the number 666 is calculated by 

multiplying the summation of the beast's name (which must be 111) by a factor of 6, the 

classical number for the Devil that is so prominently emphasized in the mark of the beast.   

Using this method (SUMx6), two other central biblical names pertinent to the 666 

prophecy equate to six hundred and sixty-six.  The other crucially specific Revelation 

clue to the identity of the Antichrist concerns the Destroyer of Revelation 9:11, Apollyon.  

The proper name of this self-made world-dominating emperor, "Apollyon I", equates to 

the number 666 by the same method.  

  A    P    O    L    L    Y    O    N    I 
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(1+16+15+12+12+25+15+14+1)x6=666 

Apollyon is predicted to start a nuclear war that immediately kills one third of humanity, 

an event described in Rev 8:7.  This passage concerns the First Angel who blows a 

trumpet to initiate the Final War, beginning with this nuclear exchange that kills a third of 

humanity.  The name "First Angel" equates to 666 in the same way. 

Using this numerological method of multiplying the summation of a name's letters 

by a factor of six, the public names of all three antichrists equate to 666.  The name of the 

first incarnation of the Antichrist was revealed and became globally renown over a 

thousand years before his time in Rev 9:11 as Apollyon, a barely-disguised anagram for 

Napoleon.  The revelation of Rev 9:11 is that the Destroyer who started WWIII on 9/11 is 

the reincarnation of Napoleon.  As seen above, the public name of this colossal emperor, 

Apollyon I, equates to six hundred and sixty-six.  By this same method, the public name 

of the second incarnation of the Antichrist, Adolf Hitler I, equates to the number 666.   

 A   D   O   L   F   H   I   T   L   E   R    I 

(1+4+15+12+6+8+9+20+12+5+18+1)x6 = 666 

The public name of the third incarnation of the Antichrist, Osama bin Laden I, 

also equates to the number 666. 

  O   S   A   M   A    B  I  N    L   A   D  E   N    I 

(15+19+1+13+1+2+9+14+12+1+4+5+14+1)x6 = 666 

Furthering the implication of the Parallel Career Chronology, the tri-equation of the mark 

of the beast to the names of Napoleon, Hitler and Bin Laden suggests that these three 

men are the same identity. 
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Beyond clues based on mathematical calculations, the sequence 666 reveals 

symbolic clues about the identity of the Antichrist.  The emphasis of the number six, 

classically regarded as the Devil's number, indicates this beast to be the most evil man 

that ever was.  The number six is also classically regarded as the number of imperfection.  

The three repeated sixes can represent the three appearances of the Antichrist in the 

modern world, the cubed destructive effect of the Destroyer's thrice-repeated failure to 

conquer the world through mass murder and become the Messiah of the Apocalypse.  The 

above equation of the three respective names to the number 666 tightly correlates with 

this tri-symbolism of the mark of the beast.   

 

A New Approach to Deciphering the 666 Code 

 

Despite these correlations with the number 666, the possibility exists that there is 

more than one solution to the riddle of Revelation 13:18.  Another interpretation of the 

mark of the beast views the three sequential sixes as a mark representing an entirely 

different numerical value, 216.  Mathematically, there are really two possible values for 

three sequential sixes.  The traditional interpretation assumes the most obvious value for 

the mark, the number 666, with the assumption that the three sixes are the three digits of 

the numerical value of the mark.  The only mathematical alternative to this value posits 

that the sequence of three sixes represents the multiplication of three sixes, as 

multiplication is the only basic mathematical operation that does not require a sign.  The 

alternative numerical value for the mark of the beast is thus 216 (6x6x6).   
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The time-honored standard in numerology is that a word's value is the summation 

of its letters.  Bin Laden's full name is Osamah bin Mohammed bin Laden I.  The value 

of this name is 216.   

 

O       s     a     m     a    h   

15 + 19 + 1 + 13 + 1 + 8 =    57 

b     i     n 

2 + 9 + 14 =      25 

M      o     h    a      m     m     e    d 

13 + 15 + 8 + 1 + 13 + 13 + 5 + 4 =   72 

b     i     n 

2 + 9 + 14 =      25 

L      a    d     e     n 

12 + 1 + 4 + 5 + 14 =    36 

 I 

 1 =      1 

__________________________________________ 

      216 

 

There are a number of versions of Bin Laden's Latin name because the Latin and 

Arabic alphabets are not equivalent (Arabic has 28 letters, for example) and cannot be 

precisely interchanged.  The differences in the various Latin spellings of his name stem 

from a commingling of the standard Arabic transliteration and the standard Westernized 
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transliteration, Usama(h) bin Muhammad bin Ladin and Osama(h) bin Mohammed bin 

Laden, respectively. Since Bin Laden has targeted Western civilization for destruction, it 

is in this language, in the Westernized transliteration of the beast's name, that this 

prophecy is revealed.  The beast was described some two millennia ago as the ruler of an 

earth-dominating empire and as such bares the customary dynastic Roman numeral in his 

proper name as written in the annals of history to come.   

If the parallels between the careers of Bin Laden, Hitler and Napoleon continue to 

hold for the next three years, the United States and Al Qaeda could well be destroyed in 

2005.  This would mean that the United States, born in 1789, existed 216 years.  2005 is 

the zero year of this countdown to a nuclear war.  The Antichrist's Great War, beginning 

in 1789 with the French Revolution's genesis of Napoleon's career and ending with the 

destruction of the US, would too have lasted 216 years.  Both the age at which the U.S. is 

marked for destruction and the length of the projected career of the thrice incarnated 

Antichrist reveal the identity of the U.S. Destroyer, the beast of Revelation 13:18. 

Beyond representing the name of the Destroyer of Revelation 9:11, the length of 

his career and the age at which he destroys his nemesis, the number 216 can also stand 

for the year he began his third world war.  Considering that the classical number for the 

devil is six (as five is to man and seven is to God), the sequence 216 can be interpreted as 

the 21st century Devil (6) in presage of Bin Laden instigating the Final War at the onset 

of the 21st century.     

The Book of Revelation itself corroborates the link between the number 216 and 

the Antichrist.  Revelation 21:17 describes the city of New Jerusalem that is built 

following the War of the Apocalypse.  The Antichrist's primary target during the war was 
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Christ's people, the Jews, and they are forever after shaped by their experience with him.  

As Israel was a product of Hitler's Holocaust, so New Jerusalem, described as a huge 

subterranean city, will be a product of Bin Laden's nuclear holocaust.  This city that will 

spawn a new, peaceful civilization owes its existence to the threat of the Antichrist.  In 

Rev 21:17, the traditional symbol of a city's defense, the city wall, measures 216 feet 

high.  Just as a city wall has always reflected the threat from which it is built to protect its 

people, so the wall of New Jerusalem reflects the identity of the Antichrist.  The 

connotation of the Antichrist in this measurement furthers the notion that the number 216 

is the actual mathematical value of the mark of the beast.   

In performing the calculation of the numerical value 216, one notable coincidence 

presents itself.  The names that make up Bin Laden's full name have values that 

correspond to some of the most critical dates that will culminate in Bin Laden's attempted 

nuclear holocaust, 57, 25, 72 and 36.  The name Osamah has the value of 57, the year of 

Bin Laden's birth in the century preceding his global domination.  Furthermore, the value 

of the name Osamah is equivalent to the value of the first name of the emperor whom Bin 

Laden shadows and intends to replace, George (57).  The recurrent "bin" has a value of 

25, the year Bin Laden's future endowment crystallized in the creation of his homeland 

Saudi Arabia.  "Mohammed" has a value of 72, the year of the Munich Olympics 

terrorism that marked the beginning of the age of global terrorism arising from the 

Arab/Israeli conflict.  Being the name in the middle (the point of symmetry), its mirror 

value, 27, is suggested.  27 is perhaps the most central number to the Antichrist, marking 

the length in years of his thrice-repeated career.  The name "Laden" equals 36, the crucial 

year in the formation of Israel marked by the beginning of the general European exodus 
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of Jews to Palestine in response to Hitler's launching the Nazi march on Europe and the 

beginning of the Arab Revolt against Jews in Palestine.  In the numerology of Bin 

Laden's name, his year of birth, the year of his endowment, the year initiating his brand 

of warfare and the year of his rallying cause are all revealed.   

The series of highly improbable coincidences that link Bin Laden, and to a lesser 

degree Hitler and Napoleon, to the mark of the beast give further credence to the 

implication of Nostradamus' prophecies and the Parallel Career Chronology that Bin 

Laden is the Final Antichrist.  
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Appendix B  

THE STORY OF REVELATION 9:11 

 

The biblical story of the Antichrist (also known as the "fallen angel", the "beast", 

the "Destroyer", and the "Wicked One") foretells a man who propels civilization towards 

the unprecedented global destruction of the Apocalypse (Rev 9:11/13:18, 1 John 2:18, 2 

Thess 2:3, Dan 7:25/ 8:23/9:27/11:21)8.  Perhaps the most remarkable prophetic biblical 

passage about this fallen angel who will deliver humanity to the fiery Abyss is Revelation 

9:11. Rev 9:11 describes the 9/11 attack and the man who launched it, named the 

Destroyer.  On 9/11 of the first year of the third millennium, the Revelation of the 

Destroyer came in the personage of Osama bin Laden, who conclusively revealed his 

destructive intentions to the world by starting World War III.  This is the first cataclysmic 

attack by the Antichrist that begins the Final War, the Revelation of 9:11 described in 

Rev 9:12 as "the first horror" of the Apocalypse.  In particular, this first horror is 

identified in the passage as an aerial attack, perpetrated by the Destroyer's army of flying 

locust-warriors.   

The Destroyer is named in two languages, Hebrew and ancient Greek, as 

Abaddon and Apollyon, respectively.  As the name of the Antichrist is revealed in 

Revelation 9:11 to be Destroyer, so Bin Laden's name and identity were revealed to the 

                                                
8 The name Antichrist is only used once in the bible to describe the man who triggers 
Armageddon (1 John 2:18).  The same man is the Destroyer of Revelation 9:11, called "the fallen 
angel in charge of the Abyss" in Revelation chapter 9 and the beast in Rev 13:18 and in Daniel 
7:25 (the name beast is used interchangeably to mean the Antichrist and his multinational 
empire). 
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world on 9/11.  In 2000, the long presaged Beginning of the Final Days, Bin Laden had 

revealed his identity to the world as the Destroyer of Revelation 9:11 when he bombed a 

Destroyer of the U.S..  After this brazen attack on U.S. naval forces in Aden, Yemen, his 

ancestral homeland, Bin Laden was christened Abu Aden ("Father of Aden").  The name 

Abu Aden, seen in the outside letters of his title Abu Bin Laden, is a phonetic match for 

Abaddon of Rev 9:11.     

Rev 9:11 also reveals that the Destroyer who starts the Final War is the 

reincarnation of Napoleon.  The name Apollyon is a clear anagram for Napoleon that was 

recognized in his own time.  Napoleon's phonetic name is Neo-Apollyon, the New 

Destroyer.  In his third coming, this evolved Antichrists reveals his identity to humanity 

as the destroyer of the modern world, primarily targeting the New World of the United 

States.   

Despite the obvious decay into madness over the course of his three lifetimes, the 

Antichrist was in each incarnation born into this world to be the Destroyer.  In his first 

coming as Napoleon, there were clear signs of his identity.  With full knowledge of 

biblical prophecy foretelling that the creation of Israel as a nation among many nations 

would usher in the Apocalypse, Napoleon tried to establish Israel as a nation in 1799 and 

so began the Zionist movement.  During this campaign, Napoleon even intentionally 

waged a battle on the actual site of the prophesized battle of Armageddon (in today's 

Israel).  With this action, he made apparent to the world that he was trying to act out the 

Final Battle of Revelation as the character of the Second Coming of Christ, the man who 

wins the Final War and ushers humanity into the Promised Land with his empire that 

lasts a thousand years.  In 1814, when his empire had fallen and all his ambitions for 
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constructing a lasting new world order were dashed, Napoleon at one point exclaimed in 

fury, "I'm going to bury the world in my ruin!".  Napoleon would later insist that Paris 

fight to the last able-bodied male against the massive army of the victorious Allies, in a 

presage of Hitler's Berlin Valhalla in 1945.   

In his third incarnation in modern times, as the Destroyer of the New World the 

Antichrist at long last realized his dream of igniting the Final War and was assured the 

lasting legacy he could not achieve as a constructor of civilization.  The story of his final 

destructive coming that culminates in this eternal legacy is described in detail in the 

Chapter of Revelation 9:11.  

 

Note on the language, style and form of Revelation: This book is one of the most heavily 

metaphorical and abstract stories of the Bible.  Mirroring the prophecies of 

Nostradamus, the storyline is rife with symbols and temporal incongruence, more like a 

stream of consciousness than a chronological narrative.   The detailed description of the 

9/11 War that ensues is revealed in this context. 

9:1 Then the fifth angel blew his trumpet.  I 

saw an angel which had fallen down to the 

earth, and it was given the key to the abyss.  

 

 

 

 

 

9:1 -- The star of the Renaissance, the 

megalithic genius Napoleon Bonaparte, 

was a colossal superstar of history whose 

war to conquer the world killed millions of 

people.  This soul is the fallen star who 

plagued the world with even greater 

destruction in his life as Adolf Hitler, and 

has become the Destroyer of the New 
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9:2 The star opened the abyss, and smoke 

poured out of it, like the smoke from a 

World in his third incarnation in the 

modern age.  He was given the key to the 

abyss of fire, the power to unleash nuclear 

hell on earth.  Bin Laden received this 

power through his likely acquisition of a 

nuclear arsenal prior to the 9/11 attack.  

Following 9/11, Bush's imprudent strategy 

in the invasion of Afghanistan totally 

eliminated Al Qaeda's sole state 

sponsorship in power and appearance, 

thereby recreating Bin Laden's terrorist 

army into a global stateless empire.  Now 

invulnerable to nuclear counterattack, Bin 

Laden enjoys a strategic nuclear advantage 

over America because of the fact of Al 

Qaeda's total invisibility.   Bin Laden has 

been endowed with an unconventional 

military force of unprecedented power by 

which he can implement the horrors of the 

Apocalypse.   

 

9:2 -- Bin Laden has situated and equipped 

his sleeper cells to instigate a nuclear 
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large furnace, the sunlight and the air were 

darkened by the smoke from the abyss.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9:3 Locusts came down out of the smoke 

upon the earth, and they were given the 

same kind of power that scorpions have. 

 

 

holocaust (open the abyss) with the vast 

nuclear arsenal he was given.  Like the 

furnaces of the First Holocaust, this 

Second Holocaust will be a plague unto 

humanity which will send enough smoke 

and debris into the atmosphere to block 

(darken) sunlight, creating a nuclear 

winter.  Bin Laden began the global 

procession towards this holocaust with the 

9/11 attack, the first horror of Revelation 

(see Rev 9:12) that signifies the opening of 

the abyss with the beginning of the Final 

War.  The massive plumes of smoke from 

the destruction of the World Trade Center 

darkened the sunlight of that clear sunny 

day, foreshadowing the global darkening to 

come. 

 

9:3 - A critical part of this fated plan of 

nuclear holocaust that Bin Laden has 

cursed upon humanity is the delivery 

system.  The suicide soldiers of the fallen 

star Bin Laden are, like locusts, harbingers 
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9:4 They were told not to harm the grass or 

the trees of any other plant; they could 

harm only the people who did not have the 

mark of God's seal on their foreheads.   

 

 

 

 

 

9:5 The locusts were not allowed to kill 

these people, but only to torture them for 

five months.    . . .  

 

of terror who, for the fact of their numbers, 

cannot all be stopped.  Furthermore, the 

majority of deaths caused by Al Qaeda's 

nuclear war, like locusts, will be the mass 

famine resulting from multiple years of 

blocked sunlight.  Like locusts, the 9/11 

hijackers launched aerial attacks on their 

highly vulnerable prey, initiating the Final 

War. 

 

9:4 -- Bin Laden's locust-like terrorists seek 

to start a holy war to harm people of 

religions different from their own.  The 

particular religion of these locusts is one 

for which believers wear a mark of their 

faith (God's seal) on the forehead, for 

which the Muslim turban is a suited 

candidate. 

 

9:5 -- Following the fallen star's opening of 

the abyss, these locusts are given a peculiar 

directive; for five months they cannot kill, 

but can only torture people.  Following the 
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9:10 They have tails and stings like those 

of a scorpion, and it is with their tails that 

they have the power to hurt people for five 

months. 

 

 

 

 

9/11 attack (the opening of the abyss), for 

five months Al Qaeda did not launch any 

overt terrorist attacks.  This indicated that 

the numerous unknown Al Qaeda cells 

were not allowed to kill people in this 

timeframe.  During this five-month period, 

Al Qaeda only tortured its enemies 

psychologically with threats of more 

terrorist attacks.  After this period, in 

March 2002, Al Qaeda publicly released a 

directive to its operatives to start attacks 

anew.  Soon after, in early April, Al Qaeda 

launched its first overt terrorist attack since 

9/11 in Tunisia. 

 

9:10 -- The way the locust-like terrorists 

harm people without killing them is by 

manipulating the climate of fear created by 

terrorism, and 9/11 in particular.  By 

spreading false rumors of impending 

attacks, Al Qaeda instigates American 

aggression without incurring the war guilt 

of a terrorist attack, displacing guilt for the 
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9:11 They have a king ruling over them, 

who is the angel in charge of the abyss.  

His name in Hebrew is Abaddon; in Greek 

the name is Apollyon (meaning "The 

Destroyer") 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

war on America.  This is the aftermath tale 

of terrorist attacks, the stinging tail of the 

locust that scares its victims into leaping 

forward into the Abyss of annihilation.   

 

9:11 -- This passage pinpoints the day, 

9/11, of the first horrific attack that began 

the Final War (the opening of the abyss).  

As described in this verse, the 9/11 

revelation was marked by the unveiling of 

the name of the Destroyer to the world. 

This stunning prophecy depicts the 9/11 

attack and the revelation of Bin Laden as 

the Destroyer on this date.  Bin Laden was 

the king of Al Qaeda, the ruling 

mastermind to whom Al Qaeda operatives 

were forced to swear allegiance.  As the 

fallen angel in charge of the abyss, Bin 

Laden directed his empire's fiery attacks 

from the subterranean shadow domain of 

his Afghan super-bunkers.  In accordance 

with the index number of this verse, the 

Destroyer revealed himself to the world on 
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9:12 The first horror is over, after this there 

are still two more horrors to come. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9:13-15 Then the sixth angel blew his 

trumpet.  I heard a voice coming from the 

four corners of the gold alter standing 

before God.  The voice said to the sixth 

angel, "Release the four angels who are 

bound at the great Euphrates River!"  The 

four angels were released; for this very 

hour of this very day of this very month 

9/11 of the first year of the third 

millennium when his locust-like soldiers 

launched an aerial attack that opened the 

abyss of a third world war. 

 

9:12 -- After the Revelation of the 

Destroyer on 9/11, the first horror, the 

9/11 attack, is over.  After 9/11, there are 

two more horrors (horrible catastrophic 

attacks) for the fallen star Bin Laden to 

deliver, corroborating with intelligence 

from Al Qaeda detainees describing Bin 

Laden's plan for three waves of attacks on 

the US beginning with 9/1143. 

 

9:13-15 -- The great Euphrates River is a 

metonymy for ancient Babylon, modern 

day Iraq.  Following the momentous 

Revelation of 9/11, the Destroyer will use 

Iraq as a platform to start a nuclear war that 

will kill a third of all mankind, the second 

horror.  Indeed Bin Laden had been trying 

to instigate a U.S. invasion of Iraq since 
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and year they had been kept ready to kill a 

third of all mankind.   

 

9:16 I was told the number of the mounted 

troops: it was two hundred million. 

 

 

9:17 And in my vision I saw the horses and 

their riders, they had breastplates red as 

fire, blue as sapphire, and yellow as sulfur.  

The horses' heads were like lions heads, 

and from their mouths came out fire, 

smoke and sulfur.   

 

 

 

9:18 A third of mankind was killed by 

those three plagues: the fire, the smoke and 

the sulfur coming out of the horses' 

mouths. 

 

9:19 For the power of the horses is in their 

mouths and also in their tails.  Their heads 

1993 for this purpose, and in 2003 he 

finally succeeded44.   

 

9:16 -- The victims of this apocalyptic 

attack raise an army of two hundred million 

to retaliate. 

 

9:17 -- This apocalyptic attack is a nuclear 

attack that triggers global nuclear war.  The 

roar of nuclear war deafens the earth as 

ICBM nuclear warheads spawn fire, sun-

blocking smoke and poisonous radiation 

(sulfur).  This is a very accurate 

description of the principal effects of 

nuclear war. 

 

9:18 -- A third of humanity dies from this 

nuclear war, specifically from the nuclear 

blasts, the mass famine from nuclear winter 

and the radiation poisoning. 

 

9:19 -- The horses of nuclear war, ICBMs, 

do in fact have two power sources, one in 
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are like snakes with heads, and they use 

them to hurt people. 

 

 

 

9:20 The rest of mankind, all those who 

had not been killed by these plagues, did 

not turn away from what they themselves 

had made.  They did not stop worshiping 

demons, nor the idols of gold, silver, 

bronze, stone, and wood, which cannot see, 

hear or walk.   

 

9:21 Nor did they repent of their murders, 

their magic, their sexual immorality, or 

their stealing.42 

 

their mouths/heads, the warheads, and 

one in their tails, the rockets.  It is made 

clear here that, of the two power sources, it 

is the heads that hurt people. 

 

9:20-21 -- Despite the first two horrors of 

these mad-made catastrophes, humanity 

does not end its criminal ways.  The 

worship of millennial Messiah Pretenders 

like Bush and Bin Laden continue, as does 

the worship of materialism (gold, silver, 

bronze, stone and wood).  The continuation 

of idol worship indicates a failure to repent 

for the murders, the evil magic (such as 

nuclear weapons), the moral decadence and 

the thievery that has come to characterize 

civilization.  Humanity's inability to change 

course leads directly to the third and final 

horror of the Apocalypse. 
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Appendix C  

THE ORIGINAL NOSTRADAMUS  

(OLD FRENCH) 

 

Perdu trouue, cache de si long siecle, 
Sera Pasteur demy Dieu honore: 
Ains que la Lune acheue son grand siecle, 
Par autres vents sera deshonore. 1q25 
 
Le lyon ieune le vieux surmontera, 
En champ bellique par singulier duelle: 
Dans caige d' or les yeux luy creuera, 
Deux classes vne, puis mourir, mort cruelle. 1q35 

Ennosigee feu du center de terre. 
Fera trembler au tour de cite neufue: 
Deux grands rochiers long teps ferot la guerre, 
Puis Arethusa rougira nouueau fleuue. 1q87 

Vn qui les dieux d'Annibal infernaux, 
Fera renaistre, effrayeur des humains: 
Oncq plus d'horreur ne plus dire iournaulx, 
Qu' auint viendra par Babel aux Romains. 2q30 

Apres grad troche humain plus grad s'appreste, 
Le grand moteur des siecles renouuelle: 
Pluye, sang, laict, famine, fer & peste, 
Au ciel veu feu, courant longue estincelle. 2q46 
 
Mabus puis tost alors mourra, viendra, 
De gens & bestes vne horrible defaite: 
Puis tout a coup la vengeance on verra, 
Cent, main, soif, faim, quand courra la comete. 2q62 

Le grande bande & secte crucigere, 
Se dressera en Mesopotamie. 3q61 
 
Le tiers climat sous Aries comprins, 
L'an mil sept cens vingt & sept en Octobre: 
Le Roy de Perse par ceux d'Egypte prins: 
Conflit, mort, perte: a la croix grand opprobre. 3q77 
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Trente de Londres secret coniureront, 
Contre leur Roy sur le pont entreprinse 
Luy, satalites la mort degousteront. 
Vn Roy esseu blonde, natif de Frize. 4q89 
 
La soeur aisnee de l'isle Britannique, 
Quinze ans deuant le frere aura naissance: 
Par son promis moyennant verrifique, 
Succedera au regne de balance. 4q96 

La liberte ne sera recouuree, 
L'occupera noir fier vilain inique: 
Quand la matiere du pont sera ouuree, 
D'Hister, Venise faschee la republique. 5q29 
 
De la partie de Mammer grand Pontife, 
Subiuguera les confins du Dannube: 
Chasser les croix par fer raffe ne riffe, 
Captifz, or, bagues plus de cent mille rubes. 6q49 
 
Cinq & quarante degres ciel bruslera, 
Feu approcher de la grand cite neufue, 
Instant grand flamme esparse sautera, 
Quand on voundra des Normans faire preuue. 6q97 

L'antechrist trois bien tost annichiliez, 
Vingt & sept ans sang durera sa guerre: 
Les heretiques morts, captifs, exilez, 
Sang corps humain eau rogie gresler terre. 8q77 

De castel Franco sortira l'assemblee 
L'ambassadeur non plaisant fera schisme: 
Ceux de Ribiere seront en la meslee, 
Et au grand gouffre desnieront l'entrée. 9q16 

Le tiers premier pis que ne feit Neron, 
Vuidez vaillant que sang humain respandre: 
R'edifier fera le forneron, 
Siecle d'or, mort, nouueau Roy grand esclandre. 9q17 
 
Dedans le coing de Luna viendra rendre, 
Ou sera prins & mis en terre estrange, 
Les fruicts immeurs seront a grand esclandre 
Grand vitupere a l'vn grande louange. 9q65 
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Le chef de Londres par regne l'Americh, 
L'isle d'Escosse tempiera par gelee: 
Roy Reb auront vn si faux antechrist, 
Que les mettra trestous dans la meslee. 10q66 
 
L'an mil neuf cens nonante neuf sept mois, 
Du ciel viendra vn grand Roy d'effrayeur. 
Resusciter le grand Roy d' Angolmois. 
Auant apres Mars regner par bon heur. 10q72 
 
Le grand Empire sera por Angleterre, 
Le pempotam des ans plus de trois cens: 
Grandes copies passer par mer & terre 
Les Lusitains n' en seront pas contens. 10q100 

 

. . . & sera au moys d'Octobre que quelque grande translation sera faite, & telle que l'on 
cuydera la 
  
pesanteur de la terre auoir perdu son naturel mouuement, & estre abismee en perpetuelles 
tenebres, seront precedans au temps vernal & s'en ensuyuant apres d'extremes 
changemens, permutations de regnes, par  
 
grands tremblemens de terre, auec pullulation de la neusue Babylonne fille miserable 
augmentee par l'abomination du premier holocauste, &  
 
ne tiendra tant seulement que septante trois ans, sept moys . . . Epistle 88-91 

 

le second Antechrist, lequel persecutera icelle eglise & son vray vicaire par moyen de la 
puissance des Roys 
 
temporelz, qui seront par leur ignorance seduitz par langues qui trancheront plus que nul 

glaiue entre les mains de l' insense . . . Epistle 177-178 

 

en apres l' antechrist sera le prince infernal, encores par la derniere foy trembleront tous 
les Royaumes de 
la Chrestiente, & aussi des infideles, par l' espace de vingt cinq ans, & seront plus grieues 
guerres & batailles . . . Epistle 208-209 

The Epistle to King Henry is not indexed.  What follows is an indexing by John 
Hogue.  
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